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ABSTRACT 

 

Fluid injection and extraction activities in subsurface result in disturbance of 

pressure and stress field underground. Such disturbance might intentionally or 

unintentionally cause the failure of geo-material. For example, hydraulic fracturing 

involves injection of large fluid volume with high injection pressure to enhance 

permeability and contact surface area for economically exploiting hydrocarbon from tight 

formation. Understanding hydraulic fracture geometry and underlying mechanisms and 

their impacts on well performance are key factors in the success of unconventional field 

development. Disposal of large volume of produced water into subsurface alters stress and 

pressure fields as well and it can cause the failure of faults in deep crystalline basement. 

The failure and slip along fault planes sometimes produce earthquakes which can damage 

properties on surface. Therefore, it is essential to assess and manage risks associated with 

fluid injection and production to minimize potential seismicity. To address the 

aforementioned challenges in unconventional field development and fluid-induced 

seismicity, this dissertation discusses studies related to coupled fluid flow and 

geomechanical modeling workflows.  

First, we developed a novel hybrid Fast Marching Method-based simulation 

(FMM-Sim) workflow for history matching and completion optimization of hydraulically 

fractured wells. We introduced pressure-dependent fracture property curves, based on 

empirical relationship, lab experiments and theoretical background, to mimic fracture 

propagation and closure in reservoir simulations. Therefore, we can capture the impact of 
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completion design such as injection fluid volume and cluster spacing on the well 

performance.  

Second, we built a hybrid model, combining physics-based reservoir simulations 

and machine learning algorithms for unconventional reservoirs. The simulation input and 

output were incorporated into machine learning algorithms such that the algorithms can 

learn underlying physics between simulation input (e.g. completion design) and output 

(e.g. cumulative oil production). The hybrid model provides fast and scalable applications 

for unconventional field development with high accuracy which makes the hybrid 

modeling approach more suitable for field applications. 

Third, we utilized one-way coupled fluid flow and geomechanical simulations with 

detailed fault modeling in the Azle area, North Texas to quantitatively assess potential for 

induced seismicity. We incorporated fault geometry based on the operator’s seismic 

survey into flow and geomechanical simulations and assessed fault slip and fault frictional 

energy. The fault frictional energy was then compared with the radiated energy from the 

observed earthquakes to build empirical seismological model. The seismological model 

was used to predict earthquake frequency with different injection/production operations.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Pfi  =  Fracture initiation pressure (psi) 

wini  = Initial fracture width (in) 

Trans.MLTini = Transmissibility multiplier (dimensionless) 

Trans.MLTini = Transmissibility multiplier at Pfi (dimensionless) 

krf  = Fracture residual permeability ratio (dimensionless) 

Kn  = Fracture stiffness (MPa/mm) 

PV.MLT = Pore-volume multiplier (dimensionless) 

cpp  = Porosity-permeability coefficient  

MLTPV  = Pore-volume multiplier for completion cells 

MLTTR  = Transmissibility multiplier for completion cells  

Kromax  = Maximum relative permeability for water 

Krwmax  = Maximum relative permeability for oil 

Nw  = Water exponent for Brooks-Corey functions 

No  = Oil exponent for Brooks-Corey functions 

Swc  = Critical saturation of water 

Sor  = Residual saturation of oil 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION  

 

Introduction 

 

Fluid injection and extraction activities in subsurface result in the change of pore 

pressure and/or stress field underground. Although the changes in pressure and stress are 

not independent, in most cases, numerical simulations of fluid flow in porous media are 

decoupled with geomechanics. This is because updating mechanical change of flow 

properties without solving geomechanical equations is sufficient to capture flow 

mechanisms in most reservoirs. For example, the porosity modification due to reservoir 

pressurization or depletion is actually function of total strain change while its modification 

is generally described as function of pressure in reservoir simulations. However, when it 

associates with large scale deformation or the failure of the formation, which leads to 

substantial change in flow properties, it is necessary to couple geomechanics with fluid 

flow to adequately capture flow mechanisms and its consequence. The examples include 

reservoir depletion and subsequent subsidence, fluid-induced fault reactivation and 

associated seismic events, and hydraulically fractured well performance in unconventional 

reservoirs. This dissertation specifically addresses coupled fluid flow and geomechanical 

modeling and its applications for unconventional field development optimization and 

fluid-induced seismicity assessment.  
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The advent of multistage hydraulic fracturing techniques along with long lateral 

horizontal wells enable economic production of hydrocarbon from tight formations. The 

key challenge in unconventional field development is to find the optimum number of wells 

to place in a section or given area to efficiently recover hydrocarbon. Current practices in 

unconventional field development highly depend on pure curve-fitting like Decline Curve 

Analysis (DCA) and data-driven approach like machine learning and Rate Transient 

Analysis (RTA), which is based on simplified physics. Even though these tools are fast 

and scalable, they do not serve fidelity simultaneously. To address complex dynamics in 

unconventional reservoirs including parent and child well interaction, physics-based 

reservoir simulations are still essential. However, common practices in the industry model 

hydraulic fractures in a stand-alone tool and consequent fracture parameters are 

transferred to flow simulators. This requires extensive resources, manpower, and 

additional efforts to resolve the compatibility issue between two simulators. Furthermore, 

the speed of traditional simulation-based decision support for unconventional field 

development might have limitations to provide scalable applications, given the pace of 

current operations and the number of newly drilled wells. In order to bridge the gap, we 

introduce a simplified physical model to represent the mechanical behavior of fracture 

properties as function of pressure. The model mimics fracture propagation and closure in 

reservoir simulations and is validated with ABAQUS, a fully coupled fluid flow and 

geomechanical simulator. To amplify the computation efficiency, we incorporated the 

model into FMM-Sim, and machine learning algorithms such that the workflow can 
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provide fast and scalable applications with underlying physics to capture the interaction 

between fracture geometry and well spacing. 

Another coupled fluid flow and geomechanical modeling application is to assess 

fluid-induced seismicity. Anthropogenic fluid activities can possibly induce or trigger 

earthquakes, altering pore pressure and/or stress on fault plane. There are two main 

mechanisms associated with such earthquakes. The first mechanism is due to direction 

interaction with pore pressure. The increase in pore pressure decreases effective normal 

stress along the fault plane leading to reactivation of the faults. The second mechanism is 

due to poroelastic effect. The mass or volume change away from the faults can modify the 

loading condition onto the fault plane. This results in the change of stress state, invoking 

the reactivation of the faults as well. Though the reactivation of the faults does not always 

produce seismic events, it is important to assess and manage risks associated with oil and 

gas activities-related seismicity, especially in the area like Forth Worth Basin (FWB), 

North Texas. FWB is a metropolitan area where active hydrocarbon production and 

produced water disposal are ongoing with the increase in seismic event frequency for the 

last decade. The Azle area in FWB, the area of interest in this dissertation, experienced a 

series of earthquakes around 2014 while most of larger events occurred in the crystalline 

basement, far deeper than the reservoir. We employed computational coupled fluid flow 

and geomechanics for the area to assess potential induced seismicity, given operational 

conditions. The computational coupled fluid flow and geomechanics can account for 

poroelastic effect which can induce fault reactivation without direct pressure interaction 

by solving actual stress and pressure change in the basement. Also, we can evaluate the 
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post failure behavior of faults including fault slip and fault frictional energy, which can be 

used to build an empirical seismological model to predict the earthquake frequency.  

This dissertation consists of three chapters of coupled fluid flow and 

geomechanical simulation applications: two chapters dealing with unconventional field 

development and the last chapter dealing with fluid-induced seismicity. 

 

 

Dissertation Outline 

 

The overarching theme in this dissertation is to utilize coupled fluid flow and 

geomechanical modeling and its applications to address challenges in unconventional field 

development optimization and fluid-induced seismicity assessment. The dissertation is 

comprised of three chapters and the objective of each chapter is summarized below. 

In Chapter Ⅱ, we extended the rapid reservoir simulation technique, FMM-based 

simulation to injection phase of hydraulically fractured shale wells. This enables us to 

efficiently evaluate the completion design for field development planning and economic 

decision making on top of forecasting well performance through rapid history matching.  

In Chapter Ⅲ, we combined physics-based reservoir simulations and machine 

learning algorithms to build a hybrid model. Thus, the model can provide fast and scalable 

applications for unconventional field development with underlying physics to provide 

high accuracy. 
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In Chapter Ⅳ, we incorporated detailed fault configuration from field data into 

flow and geomechanical simulation models to quantitatively assess potential fluid-induced 

seismicity. The site-specific empirical seismological model was built by correlating the 

observed earthquakes and fault frictional energy from the geomechnical simulation model 

to predict the earthquake frequency at given operational conditions. 
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CHAPTER II  

NOVEL HYBRID FAST MARCHING METHOD-BASED SIMULATION 

WORKFLOW FOR RAPID HISTORY MATCHING AND COMPLETION DESIGN 

OPTIMIZATION OF HYDRAULICALLY FRACTURED SHALE WELLS 

 

Chapter Summary 

 

This chapter introduces a novel hybrid Fast Marching Method-based simulation 

(FMM-Sim) workflow for rapid history matching and completion design optimization of 

hydraulically fractured shale wells in unconventional reservoirs. The workflow 

incorporates fracture propagation to model the injection phase using a 3D finite difference 

(FD) simulation and seamlessly transitions to FMM-Sim for the subsequent production 

phase modeling. A simplified physical model for pressure-dependent fracture 

dilation/compaction was proposed and parameterized to emulate fracture propagation. The 

model was validated with ABAQUS, a fully coupled fluid flow and geomechanics 

simulator. In the workflow, the fracture parameters such as fracture geometry and 

 

 
 Part of this chapter is reprinted from Park, J., Iino, A., Datta-Gupta, A., Bi, J. and Sankaran, S., 2020c. 

Novel hybrid fast marching method-based simulation workflow for rapid history matching and completion 

design optimization of hydraulically fractured shale wells. Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering, 

196: 107718 with permission from Elsevier, whose permission is required for further use.  

 
 Part of this chapter is reprinted from Park, J., Iino, A., Datta-Gupta, A., Bi, J. and Sankaran, S., 2019a. 

Rapid modeling of injection and production phases of hydraulically fractured shale wells using the fast 

marching method. Unconventional Resources Technology Conference (URTEC) with permission from 

URTeC, whose permission is required for further use.  
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permeability are obtained as a result of the injection phase modeling. Next, they are 

transferred into the subsequent production phase modeling with FMM-Sim which 

transforms 3D reservoir simulation model into 1D simulation model leading to orders of 

magnitude faster computation. The workflow was successfully applied to a field case in 

the Delaware Basin. The injection and production well data was first history-matched 

using a genetic algorithm. The calibrated models provide a range of estimated ultimate 

recovery (EUR) and net present value (NPV) of the history-matched well. After the history 

matching, the calibrated fracture dilation/compaction curves were used to investigate the 

optimum completion design for the well. The workflow has been proposed in practical 

and efficient way in the sense that the entire workflow, from the fracture propagation to 

the subsequent production, can be performed in any 3D FD simulator. This substantially 

saves computation resources and manpower compared to common industry workflows. 

The proposed workflow which connects completion design and hydrocarbon production 

with efficient computation would be beneficial for field development planning and 

economic decision making in unconventional reservoirs. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

As end of 2018, total liquids proved reserves in the United States reached 47.1 

billion barrels and major shale plays accounted for almost half of it (EIA, 2019). About 

6.5 million barrels per day of crude oil were produced directly from tight oil resources in 
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the United States which was about 59% of total U.S crude oil production in 2018. The 

tight plays such as the Permian, the Eagle Ford, the Bakken and other formations, which 

are hydrocarbon-bearing formations with low permeability, must be hydraulically 

fractured in order to economically produce oil. To further maximize productivity of wells, 

the current industry practice involves horizontal drilling with multi-stage hydraulic 

fracturing, tighter cluster spacing, and large volume of fracturing fluid and proppant. This 

practice results in complex fracture geometry and flow pattern from the stimulated 

reservoir volume to a well. While empirical or analytical solutions such as decline curve 

analysis (DCA) or rate transient analysis (RTA) are frequently used to assess 

unconventional well performance because of their efficiency, the solutions might not be 

sufficient to reliably demonstrate such complexity(Cipolla et al., 2011; Kam et al., 2015; 

Park et al., 2020b). Physics-based reservoir simulation is still essential to better understand 

the complex dynamics of the stimulated unconventional reservoir (Cipolla, 2009). It is 

especially true when it comes to optimization problems in tight shale reservoir (Bansal et 

al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2019; Park and Janova, 2019; Sen et al., 2018; 

Xiong et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2017). However, the physics-based approach requires 

substantially more computation resources and manpower compared to DCA or RTA.  

As an effort to mitigate such issues, previous studies proposed FMM-Sim, which 

transforms a 3D reservoir simulation model into an equivalent 1D simulation model using 

pressure propagation information. It has been used as a sophisticated proxy of the full 3D 

reservoir model and demonstrated its efficiency and accuracy in field-scale 

unconventional reservoir modeling (Iino et al., 2019; Iino et al., 2017a; Xie et al., 2015; 
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Xue et al., 2019a; Yang et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2016). It is based on a high frequency 

asymptotic solution which transforms the diffusivity equation to the Eikonal equation 

(Vasco et al., 2000; Vasco and Datta-Gupta, 2016). The Eikonal equation can be 

effectively solved using the Fast Marching Method (FMM) which is a one-pass algorithm 

tracking propagation of a front away from a source point (Sethian, 1996; Sethian, 1999). 

The solution of the equation yields the diffusive time of flight (DTOF). The DTOF is the 

generalized concept of radius of investigation (Datta-Gupta et al., 2011), and its 

application has been extended to flow diagnostic and production data analysis from 

unconventional reservoirs (Xue et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2019b; Yang et al., 2017a). The 

DTOF can be used as a spatial coordinate to transform a 3D model to an equivalent 1D 

model (Zhang et al., 2016). It allows us to significantly benefit in computation efficiency 

from simulating the equivalent 1D model instead of the original full 3D model, especially 

when the original model contains multiple hydraulic fractures with heterogeneous matrix. 

A body of previous studies successfully showed its application in fractured shale wells in 

unconventional reservoirs. However, fracture parameters such as fracture geometry and 

permeability in the previous studies were user-specified input for FMM-Sim. Therefore, 

it was difficult to dynamically link completion design parameters (e.g., fluid injection 

volume) to well performance after the model calibration. For example, Iino et al. (2017a) 

showed rapid history matching of a fractured shale well using FMM-Sim by calibrating 

fracture geometry and properties as history matching parameters. The history matching 

results and calibrated models helped understand reservoir dynamics and forecast the well 

performance. However, the history matching results cannot be applicable to assess well 
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performance with different completion designs. The calibrated fracture parameters are 

only valid given the completion design. This issue can be resolved by incorporating 

forward modeling of hydraulic fractures in the workflow. Therefore, this study aims to 

extend the rapid simulation technique to injection phase of hydraulically fractured shale 

wells. This makes it efficiently assess completion design for unconventional field 

development planning and economic decision making on top of forecasting well 

performance through rapid history matching.  

In order to incorporate fracture modeling in the workflow, pressure-dependent 

fracture properties were proposed and parameterized to demonstrate fracture compaction 

and dilation. The difference in this study compared to previous study which also tried to 

integrate permeability change of hydraulic/natural fractures as function of pressure into 

3D FD simulation (Chipperfield et al., 2007; Ji et al., 2019; Ji et al., 2004; Min et al., 2018; 

Mittal et al., 2015; Sen et al., 2018) is that the shape of the curve is parameterized by 

introducing physical parameters. This allow us to calibrate the curve shape during the 

history matching and use it when different completion design and its impact on well 

performance are investigated after the calibration. The construction of the compaction and 

dilation curves is motivated and inspired by previous experiments (Bandis et al., 1983; 

Barton et al., 1985; Cho et al., 2012; Lee and Cho, 2002; Min et al., 2004; Tang et al., 

2002; Wang and Park, 2002; Zhang et al., 2013) and numerical modeling (Dempsey et al., 

2015; Pogacnik et al., 2016; Samnejad et al., 2017) of fracture property modification due 

to stress and pressure change in fractured or damaged rock mass. The validation of this 

empirical and simplified physics-based pressure-dependent curves for fracture 
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dilation/compaction will be discussed later compared to a fully coupled fluid flow and 

geomechanics simulator, ABAQUS. 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematics of hybrid FMM simulation workflow 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the overall view of the hybrid FMM-Sim workflow. First, 

empirical and simplified physics-based pressure-dependent fracture property curves are 

defined. The way the curves are generated will be discussed in the methodology section 

in detail. Given the curves, the injection phase is simulated using FD to mimic fracture 

propagation. As a result, fracture parameters such as fracture geometry and permeability 

are obtained. Next, the workflow proceeds to running FMM-Sim for the subsequent 

production phase with the fracture parameters obtained in the previous injection phase. 

Thus, compared to previous hydraulically fractured unconventional reservoir studies with 

FMM-Sim, the injection phase modeling is included in the workflow to provide FMM-

Sim with the fracture parameters as input. The main reason that injection phase is 

simulated in 3D FD, not FMM-Sim is that as fractures propagate, the permeability field 
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changes so that the geometry of the DTOF also eventually changes. This requires the 1D 

simulation grid to be updated at major permeability changes to accurately capture pressure 

propagation front which compromises the efficiency of FMM-Sim. After the methodology 

is introduced and validated with ABAQUS, the field application of the proposed workflow 

to a field case in the Delaware Basin will be presented. The reservoir model was first 

history-matched using a population-based evolutionary algorithm. After history matching, 

the calibrated parameters were used to investigate different completion designs and their 

impact on cumulative oil production and NPV. It should be emphasized that the workflow 

is a simulator-independent and the entire workflow, from fracture propagation to 

subsequent production, can be performed in a single simulator. This avoids the additional 

effort in common industry workflows where hydraulic fracture is simulated in a stand-

alone tool and consequent fracture parameters are transferred to flow simulators. This 

further adds efficiency in the workflow combining with FMM-Sim.  

 

 

Methodology 

The Fast Marching Method-based Flow Simulation 

 

The underlying idea of the FMM-Sim is to utilize the DTOF as the 1D spatial 

coordinate, which embeds reservoir heterogeneity of in the original 3D space, 

transforming a 3D flow simulation into an equivalent 1D flow simulation. High frequency 
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asymptotic solution leads the diffusivity equation to the Eikonal equation (Vasco et al., 

2000; Vasco and Datta-Gupta, 2016), 

 ( )
( )
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where   is the DTOF and ( ) x  is the diffusivity at a location x . In a multi-phase flow 

system, the diffusivity at the location x  is defined as 
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where ( ) x  is the porosity, ( )k x  is the permeability, ( )t x  is the total mobility, and ( )tc x  

is the total compressibility at the location x .  

The Eikonal equation is the generalization of the concept of radius of investigation 

(Lee, 1982) to heterogeneous, anisotropic, and fractured geologic medium (Datta-Gupta 

et al., 2011). Given the pressure propagation velocity, which is the square root of the 

diffusivity, the DTOF represents the travel time of ‘peak’ pressure response from an 

impulse source or sink (Figure 2). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. (a) The DTOF from a vertical well in homogenous reservoir, (b) a 

reservoir with heterogeneous reservoir and (c) the DTOF from a horizontal well in 

the heterogeneous reservoir (modified from Iino et al. (2017a)) 

 

Given the diffusivity of a reservoir, the Eikonal equation can be efficiently solved 

for the DTOF by using the FMM which is a one-pass algorithm tracking the propagation 

of a front away from a source point (Sethian, 1996; Sethian, 1999). Xie et al. (2015) 

showed the implementation of FMM algorithm in the Cartesian grid system and recently 

its implementation has been extended to various types of grid system such as unstructured 

grids (Yang et al., 2017c), embedded discrete fracture models (EDFM), and local grid 

refinements (LGR) (Xue et al., 2019a).  

In order to transform a 3D simulation model into an equivalent 1D simulation 

model, the diffusivity equation needs to be reformulated. By assuming that the pressure 

propagation contour is aligned with the DTOF contour and introducing ( )w  , which is 

the derivative of drainage volume with respect to the DTOF, 

 ( )
( )pdV

w
d





= , (3) 
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where ( )pV   is the drainage volume and the 3D diffusivity equation is now reduced in 

the 1D DTOF coordinate (Yang et al., 2017a; Zhang et al., 2016) 

 ( ) ( )
p p

w w
t

 
 

   
=    

. (4) 

 

 

Figure 3. Analogy between a radial coordinate in a homogenous reservoir 

(left) and DTOF as a spatial coordinate in a heterogeneous reservoir (right) 

(modified from Yang et al. (2017a)) 

 

Figure 3 shows an analogy between the familiar radial coordinate and the DTOF 

as a spatial coordinate. The DTOF can resolve pressure front information in 2D space and 

express the governing equation solely in terms of DTOF and t , as the radial coordinate 

can do with r  and t . However, the DTOF coordinate can embed the spatial heterogeneity. 

Given the reformulated equation, the 3D reservoir model can be transformed into an 

equivalent 1D simulation model. The core of FMM-Sim process is to reformatting 3D 
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reservoir model into an equivalent 1D model in a standard FD simulator input format with 

a series of pore volume and transmissibility of 1D cells. 

As illustrated in Figure 4, the FMM-Sim involves multiple steps. First, multi-phase 

diffusivity of each grid block in the 3D model is computed. Given the diffusivity, the 

Eikonal equation is solved by using FMM to obtain the DTOF starting from the source to 

each grid cell. Next, the pore-volume is accumulated with respect to the DTOF and 

discretized on the DTOF coordinate. From the discretization, ( )w   is obtained and the 

number of discretization is corresponding to the number of grid cells in the 1D simulation 

model. Therefore, the discretized pore-volume corresponds to the pore-volume of each 

grid in the 1D simulation model and the ( )w   is used for transmissibility and well index 

calculation for the 1D simulation model. Finally, the 1D simulation model is written in a 

standard FD simulation format with a series of pore-volume and transmissibility such that 

the 1D model can be simulated in any kind of FD simulator. Because the FMM-Sim 

reduces the 3D simulation model to an equivalent 1D simulation model, it results in 

significant benefit in computation efficiency leading to orders of magnitude faster 

computation compared to the 3D FD simulation (Iino et al., 2017a). The benefit is even 

more substantial when it comes to compositional modeling (Iino et al., 2019; Iino et al., 

2017b).  

In this study, FMM-Sim is used for production phase modeling as a sophisticated 

proxy of full 3D simulations, which has demonstrated its efficiency and accuracy in the 

previous studies. Combining with fracture propagation in FD simulation using pressure-

dependent fracture property curves, FMM-Sim maximizes the efficiency in the workflow.  
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Figure 4. Steps of FMM-based flow simulation (modified from Iino et al. 

(2017a)) 

 

 

Pressure-dependent Compaction and Dilation Curves for Hydraulic Fractures 

 

The fundamental underlying assumption in the dilation/compaction curve 

generation is that the total stress does not vary with time. Therefore, changes in fracture 

permeability and porosity can be simply expressed as function of pressure. In order to 

mimic geomechanical behavior of the fracture properties, transmissibility and pore-

volume multiplier curves are assigned to predefined fracture propagation paths (Figure 5). 

Thus, fracture opening and closure are determined by pressure at grid cells along the 

predefined fracture paths. In the current study, all hydraulic fractures are assumed to be 

planar. However, incorporating natural fractures in reservoir models, the method can be 

easily extended to complex non-planar fracture networks.  
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Figure 5. Schematics of potential fracture propagation path (left) and 

transmissibility and pore-volume multiplier curves (center and right). The red lines 

are for injection phase (i.e., dilation) and the blue lines are for production phase 

(i.e., compaction). 

 

The transmissibility enhancement during injection phase is modeled by adopting 

implicit fracture width. The implicit fracture width varies with respect to pressure at a grid 

cell. The calculated implicit fracture width is a stepping stone to obtain an equivalent 

permeability for flow simulation (Park and Kim, 2016) by using the cubic law, the solution 

of Navier-Stokes equation for fluid flow between two smooth parallel walls (Witherspoon 

et al., 1980; Zimmerman and Yeo, 2000). The variation in pore-volume follows an 

empirical correlation between permeability and porosity obtained from experiments on 

sedimentary rocks (Davies and Davies, 1999). The following section discusses step-wise 

curve generation and its parameterization.  

The injection phase transmissibility multiplier curve is generated with six 

parameters. The fracture initiation pressure, fip , is the pressure necessary to initiate a 

fracture. The initial fracture width, 
iniw , is the fracture width at the fracture initiation 

pressure. We also need Young’s modulus ( E ), Poisson’s ratio ( v ), initial reservoir 

pressure (
inip ), and matrix permeability (

matk ) to generate the complete curve. However, 
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in this study, the last four parameters are known in the model calibration and history 

matching process. Therefore, only first two parameters, fip  and 
iniw , are utilized to 

calibrate models.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. Step-wise injection phase transmissibility multiplier curve 

generation 

 

The step-wise curve generation is illustrated in Figure 6. First, the fracture 

initiation pressure, fip , and the initial fracture width, 
iniw , are assigned. Given the fracture 

width, the transmissibility multiplier for the fracture is computed by cubic law 

(Witherspoon et al., 1980; Zimmerman and Yeo, 2000) 

 
2

. /
12

ini
ini mat

w
Trans MLT k= , (5) 

so that the red dot in Figure 6(a) is determined as ( fip , . iniTrans MLT ). Next, the curve is 

assumed to follow a log-quadratic behavior from the initial reservoir pressure, 
inip , to the 

fracture initiation pressure, 

 ( ) ( )
2

log . iniTrans MLT p p= − , (6) 
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which is highlighted by the blue curve in Figure 6(b). The quadratic behavior assumption 

is motivated by laboratory and numerical experiments on permeability change with respect 

to stress, strain and displacement (Dempsey et al., 2015; Lee and Cho, 2002; Min et al., 

2004; Pogacnik et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2002; Wang and Park, 2002; Zhang et al., 2013). 

Finally, after the fracture initiation pressure, the curve follows linear elastic fracture 

mechanics (Figure 6(c)). The assumptions including plain strain and fixed fracture height 

(Gidley, 1989) lead the Sneddon solution for classic crack problem (Sneddon and Elliot, 

1946) to a PKN-type equation (Economides and Nolte, 1989; Nordgren, 1972; Perkins 

and Kern, 1961). Therefore, the fracture width is now calculated by 

 
( )

( )
22 1 f

ini fi

v h
w w p p

E

−
= + − , (7) 

where fh  is the fracture height. Given the fracture width, the corresponding 

transmissibility multiplier for the fracture can be again calculated by using Equation (5). 

Mechanistic description of the dilation curve can be sought by comparing the 

dilation curve parameters with parameters in a fully-coupled fluid flow and geomechanical 

simulator. The detailed description of hydraulic fracture propagation modeling in 

ABAQUS is discussed in the next section. However, here one simple and intuitive 

comparison is presented between the effective horizontal stress in ABAQUS and the 

fracture initiation pressure in the dilation curve. Figure 7(b) shows that the increase in 

effective minimum horizontal stress, 
'

h , induces the increase in the fracture propagation 

pressure in ABAQUS model. This is because 
'

h  acts as the closure pressure of the fracture 

so that the fracture needs to be pressurized more to initiate the fracture at the tip and 
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maintain fracture propagation. Similarly, the increase in fip , the fracture initiation 

pressure, reflects in the fracture propagation pressure. The comparison shows that the 

proposed parameter in the curve generation not only parameterizes the shape of the curve 

but also conveys physical meaning.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. (a) Schematic of injection BHP response during hydraulic 

fracturing (modified from (Zoback, 2010)), BHP response in (b) ABAQUS and (c) 

FD simulator 

 

In the production phase, the Barton-Bandis model is used to describe pressure-

dependent fracture conductivity reduction. The original paper (Barton et al., 1985) 

describes that the fracture permeability reduction converges to a single residual fracture 

permeability value. In this study, the original equation is modified such that the reduction 

paths in the fracture permeability depend on retained permeability after stimulation 

(Chipperfield et al., 2007; Ghanizadeh* et al., 2016; Keshavarz et al., 2015; Keshavarz et 

al., 2014). Therefore, the multipliers decrease proportionally preserving the enhancement 

from the prior injection phase during the compaction. The equation is modified from the 

original equation as follows (see the Appendix),  
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where 
'

h  is the effective normal stress whose change is simply pressure change in this 

case, rfk  is the fracture residual permeability ratio, and 
nK  is the fracture stiffness. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Compaction behaviors with different parameters: (a) fracture 

residual permeability ratio with 10MPa/mm of Kn and 0.001m of wini (b) fracture 

stiffness with 0.1 of krf and 0.001m of wini 

 

Figure 8 illustrates the impact of these parameters on compaction behavior. The 

residual permeability ratio controls the point that the transmissibility multipliers converge 

to (Figure 8(a)). The fracture stiffness controls how fast the multiplier approaches to the 

convergence point (Figure 8(b)). Therefore, the model governs the compaction behavior 

by controlling the convergence point and the degree of approaching. 
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For the pore-volume multiplier curve, an empirical relationship between enhanced 

permeability and porosity is referred. It was first introduced by Davies and Davies (1999) 

based on their experimental study on sedimentary rocks. Later, it has been modified by 

other researchers (Rutqvist and Tsang, 2002; Winterfeld and Wu, 2011; Wu et al., 2014a; 

Wu et al., 2014b) to bring the correlation into numerical simulations in a form of the 

following equation, 

 ( )
1

. ln . 1
pp

PV MLT Trans MLT
c

 
=  +  
 

. (9) 

The correlation tells the pore-volume multiplier, .PV MLT , has a log-linear 

relationship with the transmissibility multiplier, .Trans MLT , and the porosity-

permeability coefficient, ppc , is the coefficient in front of log .Trans MLT  term. The value 

of ppc  depends on the rock type (Davies and Davies, 1999). 
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Methodology Validation Using ABAQUS 

 

ABAQUS simulates fully-coupled fluid flow and mechanical problems in the 

finite element (FE) discretization scheme. The goal of the validation is to capture 

mechanisms in fully-coupled ABAQUS fracture model with the proposed method by 

calibrating 3D FD flow simulation model. We utilized the cohesive zone model (CZM) in 

ABAQUS to model fracture propagation. The cohesive zone is a thin layer embedded 

between continuum elements to demonstrate cohesive force at the interference of 

elements. There are two main reasons that we decided to validate the proposed method 

with CZM. Firstly, CZM has been widely used to model fracture propagation of 

hydraulically fractured shale reservoirs (Chen et al., 2017; Gonzalez-Chavez et al., 2015; 

Haddad et al., 2017; Haddad and Sepehrnoori, 2014; Huang et al., 2017; Huang et al., 

2016; Shin and Sharma, 2014; Wang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2010). This is primarily 

because it accounts for the fracture process zone, the area ahead of fracture tip, and the 

softening effect which are important to accurately predict the behavior of ductile and 

quasi-brittle rocks like shale. Secondly, CZM resembles our method in the sense that 

cohesive zone should be defined before fracture propagation simulations. The fractures 

only propagate along the predefined cohesive zone. The constitutive behavior of the 

cohesive zone follows the traction-separation law. As continuum elements separates, the 

traction of the interface between the elements first increases (damage initiation). After the 

traction limit, the traction starts decreasing (damage evolution) until the complete 

separation (see Yao (2012)).  
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Table 1. Input parameters for the ABAQUS reference case 

Parameters Value Unit 

Initial reservoir pressure 4,850 psi 

Overburden stress 11,000 psi 

Maximum horizontal stress 8,300 psi 

Minimum horizontal stress 7,900 psi 

Bottom-hole pressure for production 3,000 psi 

Total compressibility 3.6E-6 psi-1 

Porosity 0.043  

Reservoir permeability 100 nd 

Young’s modulus 2.56E6 psi 

Poisson’s ratio 0.25  

Fracture toughness 2000 psi×in1/2 

Leakoff Coefficient 1E-6 ft/(psi×s) 

 

The benchmark ABAQUS model is a single-phase flow system. It has four 

fractures with 165ft spacing and all the fractures are assumed to be planar. The simulation 

domain size is 660ft in x-direction, 1,000ft in y-direction and the thickness of the domain 

is 100ft. The normal faulting stress regime is imposed in the model such that the fracture 

propagates in y-axis which is the maximum horizontal stress direction (Figure 9(a)). Other 

necessary parameters for the benchmark case is summarized in Table 1. The cohesive 

element parameters are assigned based on the CZM simulation guideline (Saad, 2013). 

The simulation is constrained by injection rate which increases until 10 minutes and is 

maintained at 18.5bpm afterward. As a response, the BHP increases until 10 minutes of 

the injection and then drops after the breakdown pressure. The subsequent production 

simulation is performed with a constant 3000psi BHP for the following 1000 days 

incorporating viscoelastic elements inside the cohesive elements to demonstrate proppants 

(Huang et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2016). Therefore, in the production phase, the fracture 
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opening depends on time and stress imposed on the proppant elements as the reservoir is 

depleted. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. ABAQUS fracture propagation model for model calibration 

reference 

 

Figure 10 shows the Eclipse (3D FD) model used for the calibration. The Eclipse 

model has the same geometry as the ABAQUS model. The tartan gridding is utilized to 

describe hydraulic fractures and surrounding area. It should be noted that completion cells 

in the model are initially assigned with high permeability and porosity to enable initial 

fluid injection avoiding numerical instability. Also, the permeability and porosity of the 

completion cells are going to be adjusted using multipliers during the calibration process 

in order to match injection BHP response. 
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Figure 10. Eclipse model used for the calibration 

 

The detailed the model calibration method is listed in Table 2. The model 

calibration is performed using Matlab-based in-house genetic algorithm program. It is one 

of the evolutionary algorithms, imitating “Survival of the fittest”. The algorithm begins 

with populations of sampled parameters from predefined parameter ranges. In each 

generation, the algorithm stochastically chooses multiple models based on their fitness. 

Next, new populations for the next generation are created by mutation and crossover of 

the selected populations. During the calibration, the well is constrained with rates and BHP 

for injection and production phases, respectively. The goal of the calibration is to 

minimize misfit in injection BHP and cumulative water production between the ABAQUS 

and the 3D FD simulation results. 
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Table 2. Calibration methodology for the validation 

Calibration Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm  

(100 population/generation, total 10 generation) 

Well Constraints 
Injection:  

pump rate 

Production:  

bottom-hole pressure 

Calibration Period 
Injection:  

60 minutes 

Production:  

1000 days 

Objective Function ( )
_ _

ln _ ln .
Inj steps Prd steps

i j
i j

f inj BHP Cum wat  =  +     m  

 

Figure 11 shows a schematic of the calibration process. First, parameters listed in 

Table 3 are stochastically sampled from the predefined ranges using Latin hypercube 

sampling method. Given the parameters, multiplier curves are generated and prepared as 

a format of simulation input so that simulations can read and use the pressure-dependent 

fracture property information. Specifically, the keyword ROCKTAB is used for Eclipse 

simulation. Next, the injection phase is simulated with injection rate constraint. As a result, 

hydraulic fracture parameters such as fracture geometry and permeability are obtained. 

The subsequent production phase is simulated with the fracture parameters transferred 

from the previous injection phase. Finally, the misfit between the ABAQUS and Eclipse 

simulation results is evaluated. This procedure is iterative toward minimizing the misfit 

until a satisfactory quality of history matching result is achieved or the number of 

generations reaches to its maximum. 
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Figure 11. Schematics of the calibration process for the validation 

 

Table 3. Calibration parameters and parameters’ range for Eclipse FD simulation 

Category Parameter Description Low Base High 

Dilation/Compaction 

Parameters 

𝑝𝑓𝑖 (psi) 
Fracture initiation 

pressure 
5.0e+3 6.0e+3 7.0e+3 

𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 (m) Initial fracture width 5.0e-3 1.0e-2 5.0e-2 

𝐾𝑛 (MPa/mm) Fracture stiffness 5.0e-1 1.0e+1 3.0e+1 

𝑘𝑟𝑓 
Fracture residual 

permeability ratio 
1.0e-4 1.0e-1 8.0e-1 

𝑐𝑝𝑝 
Porosity-permeability 

coefficient 
30.0 60.0 80.0 

Completion Cell 

Properties 

𝑀𝑈𝐿𝑇𝑃𝑉 PV multiplier 1.0e+0 5.0e+0 1.0e+1 

𝑀𝑈𝐿𝑇𝑋 
Transmissibility 

multiplier 
1.0e+0 2.0e+0 3.0e+0 

 

The calibration results are presented in Figure 12. Figure 12(a) shows that the 

global misfit gradually decreases as the algorithm evolves with the number of generations. 

Updated models (magenta circles) which have lower misfit than the threshold (red dotted-

line) were selected to compare with the initial population (Figure 12(a)). The updated 

models show substantial improvement and good agreement in both injection BHP (Figure 

12(b)-(c)) and cumulative water production (Figure 12(d)-(e)) after the calibration. 
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(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

Figure 12. Calibration results for validation with ABAQUS: (a) global misfit 

vs. the number of generation, initial 100 models vs. ABAQUS (b) injection BHP and 

(d) cumulative water production, updated models vs. ABAQUS (d) injection BHP 

and (e) cumulative water production 
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To compare fracture geometry and BHP between ABAQUS and 3D FD in detail, 

one of the history-matched models is selected. In ABAQUS, the fracture opening is 

directly measured from the cohesive elements (Figure 13(a)). However, 3D FD does not 

explicitly calculate fracture opening of grid cells. Therefore, the square root of fracture 

permeability for the Eclipse model which is an equivalent quantity to fracture opening is 

presented (Figure 13(b)). Figure 13(c) shows the BHP comparison between two models. 

The 3D FD well captures the trend from ABAQUS model such as pressure build-up 

followed by breakdown pressure and fracture propagating pressure. From the detailed 

comparison, we can see that 3D FD results with the proposed pressure-dependent fracture 

properties model well emulates the fully-coupled fluid flow and geomechanical simulation 

results. More importantly, 3D FD simulation is highly efficient compared to ABAQUS 

simulation. The computation time for one 3D FD simulation run is around 20 seconds 

while one ABAQUS simulation takes around 1140 seconds. Thus, empirical fracture 

compaction/dilation model incorporated in 3D FD not only captures the fracture 

propagation mechanisms in ABAQUS but also provides efficient computation. This 

makes the proposed methodology well fitted to field applications as a good proxy of the 

fully-coupled fluid flow and geomechanical simulator. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 13. Detailed fracture geometry and BHP comparison: (a) ABAQUS 

fracture geometry, (b) 3D FD fracture geometry, (c) BHP comparison between two 

models 

 

 

Field Application: History Matching and Completion Design Optimization 

 

For the field application, the novel hybrid FMM-Sim workflow with empirical 

fracture compaction/dilation model is applied to history matching and completion design 

optimization. In the workflow, the injection phase is modeled in 3D FD simulation and 

the results from the injection phase modeling such as fracture geometry and properties are 

transferred to the subsequent production phase modeling. Next, the production phase is 

simulated with FMM-Sim which transforms a 3D simulation model into an equivalent 1D 

simulation model using the DTOF for efficient computation.  

The reason of employing a hybrid FMM-Sim workflow, rather than extending 

FMM-Sim to the injection phase modeling, is that FMM-Sim is not well-suited for 

modeling flow simulation during fracture propagation. FMM-Sim constructs the 1D 

model based on the DTOF which is the solution of the Eikonal Equation. The underlying 

assumption is that the DTOF does not change much over time so that the constructed 1D 
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model remains equivalent to the 3D model throughout the simulation. However, as 

fracture propagates in the injection phase modeling, the permeability field significantly 

changes, leading to the large variation in diffusivity term in the Eikonal equation. This 

means that in order to accurately capture the DTOF, we need to solve the Eikonal equation 

and update the equivalent 1D model accordingly at every significant permeability change. 

This compromises the efficiency of the original FMM-Sim workflow where we construct 

the 1D model once and use it throughout the simulation. Therefore, in the novel hybrid 

FMM workflow, we use 3D FD simulation to capture the fracture propagation in injection 

phase modeling. Next, the workflow seamlessly transitions to FMM-Sim for the 

production phase modeling. The detailed procedure will be discussed after the field history 

data and reservoir simulation model are reviewed. 

Figure 14 shows field history data. For injection phase, the average BHP and pump 

rate were provided by the operator. The fluid injection lasted for 100 minutes and the 

breakdown pressure was observed at 15 minutes after the injection began. During the 

fracture propagation, injection BHP landed around 11,000psi and the pump rate was 

maintained at 65bpm. For production phase, smooth decline of production BHP was 

observed. Notable observations in the well production data include that Gas Oil Ratio 

(GOR) was recorded to be flat during history period implying that the reservoir remained 

under-saturated. The water cut trend also stayed constant except for initial stimulation 

water production. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 14. Field history data: (a) Injection BHP and pump rate, (b) 

production rates and production BHP, (c) GOR and water cut 

 

The 3D reservoir simulation model used for the field application is presented in 

Figure 15. The reservoir is initially under-saturated. The initial reservoir pressure ranges 

between 9,000 – 9,500psi and the bubble point pressure is 3,950psi. The size of the model 

is 1,500ft in i-direction, 5,500ft in j-direction, and 465ft in k-direction and it comprises 

0.4 million grid blocks (31×963×13 in i,j,k). The well has 28 stages and each stage has 5 

clusters adding up 140 fractures in total. In order to describe hydraulic fractures, tartan 

gridding is utilized. The detailed configuration of the model around hydraulic fractures is 

shown in Figure 15. The red area represents the hydraulic fractures and cyan area 

represents the matrix. The matrix and the hydraulic fractures have different type of relative 

permeability curves. The relative permeability for the matrix follows Brooks-Corey type 

curve while straight lines are assigned to the hydraulic fractures based on Pieters and 

Graves (1994).  
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Figure 15. Reservoir simulation model for history matching 

 

Figure 16 shows variations of properties in the reservoir simulation model along 

the depth where the dots indicate the boundary of layers. It is a layer-cake model which 

comprises three different zones. The target formation is Zone 2 and the well is perforated 

at lower Zone 2 which shows relatively high porosity and permeability with low water 

saturation.  
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Figure 16. Variations of permeability (left), porosity (center), and water 

saturation (right) along depth 

 

The detailed procedure for the field application is illustrated in Figure 17. The 

hybrid FMM simulation consist of two series of simulations: injection and production 

phase simulations. The injection phase is simulated in one-stage size of sector model using 

3D FD providing fracture parameters such as fracture geometry and permeability. Next, 

conditions at the end of injection phase modeling including permeability, porosity, 

pressure and saturation distributions are transferred to the entire model as restart 

parameters. Therefore, for the subsequent, FMM-Sim can take on a simulation from at the 

end of injection phase modeling. Since both injection phase modeling and reconstructed 

1D model simulation in FMM-Sim are performed in a FD simulator, the transition is 

seamless between injection and production phases without any additional effort such as 

reformatting or interpolation.  
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Figure 17. Hybrid FMM simulation procedure for the field application 

 

Before moving forward, the results from 3D FD and FMM-Sim are compared in a 

single stage model to ensure FMM-Sim is a sophisticated proxy of a full 3D model (Figure 

18). With liquid constraints, production BHP and water rate show good agreement 

between 3D FD and FMM-Sim. However, since FMM-Sim simulates an equivalent 1D 

model, it is much faster than the 3D FD simulation. For example, it takes about 870 

seconds to run the entire model in 3D FD simulation whereas FMM-Sim only takes around 

10 seconds. Therefore, FMM-Sim can be considered as sophisticated proxy model of full 

3D model with high accuracy and efficiency which makes a good fit for field applications.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 18. Comparison between Eclipse and FMM-based flow simulations in 

a single stage model: (a) liquid rate which is well constraints, (b) production BHP 

(c) water production rate 
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Table 4 presents a list of history matching parameters and their ranges. The history 

matching parameters are associated with dilation/compaction curves, completion cell 

properties, matrix permeability anisotropy and relative permeability. It should be 

emphasized that fracture parameters such as fracture geometry and permeability are not 

included in the table. This is because the fracture parameters are determined by the 

injection phase modeling and transferred to the subsequent production phase modeling in 

this workflow. The workflow does not directly manage fracture geometry and 

permeability. Rather, the workflow tunes dilation/compaction curve parameters to control 

fracture geometry and permeability during history matching such that the calibrated 

dilation/compaction curves can be used to investigate the impact of completion design 

(e.g., fluid injection volume) on production profiles.  

 illustrates parameters associated with the shape of dilation/compaction curves and 

relative permeability. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio which are input to generate 

the dilation curve are assumed to be 5.6 × 106psi and 0.2, respectively (Kozlowski et al., 

2018; Parker et al., 2015).  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 19. History matching parameters related to (a)dilation/compaction 

curves and (b)relative permeability curves 
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Table 4. History matching parameters and parameters’ ranges 

Category 
Uncertain 

Parameters 
Low Base High 

Dilation/Compaction 

Parameters 

fip
 1,500 2,000 3,500 

iniw  0.001 0.025 0.1 

nK  0.1 10 20 

rfk
 0.001 0.1 0.8 

ppc
 30 40 80 

Completion Cell Properties 
PVMLT  0.5 1 2 

TRMLT  1 2 10 

Matrix Permeability 

Anisotropy 
kvkh  0.05 0.1 0.2 

Matrix Relative 

Permeability 

maxKrw  0.15 0.25 0.5 
maxKro  0.4 0.6 0.8 

Nw  1.5 2 3 
No  1.5 2 3 

Swc  0.1 0.15 0.3 
Sor  0.1 0.15 0.3 

 

Table 5 summarizes the history matching methodology. The Matlab based in-

house genetic algorithm program is used to minimize errors between history data and 

simulation results. In the injection phase, the well is controlled by injection rate and in the 

production phase, the well is constrained by total liquid production rate. It is worth noting 

that we have 365 days of production history data but we only take part of it (280 days) for 

history matching. The rest of data is used to test the predictive capability of history-

matched models before the production forecast for next 20 years is carried on. The 

objective function to minimize during the history matching is aggregated summation of 

misfits in injection BHP, production BHP, and water rate. Each misfit is normalized by its 

own unit and weighted with coefficients so that the objective functions is dimensionless 

and fairly attributed to three different misfits. 
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Table 5. History matching methodology for the field application 
History Matching 

Algorithm 

Genetic algorithm 

(100 population/generation, total 10 generation) 

Well Constraints Injection: pump rate Production: liquid rate 

Matching Period Injection: 100 minutes Production: 280 days 

Objective Function ( )
_ _

ln _ ln _ ln
Inj steps Prd steps

i j j
i j

f inj BHP prd BHP WRAT  =  +  +     m  

 

Prior to history matching, it is important to identify influential parameters to 

efficiently history-match. In order to find heavy hitters in this history matching problem, 

a sensitivity analysis is performed where only one parameter is modified at-a-time while 

we freeze all other parameters. This shows how the change in a parameter affects the 

change in misfit. The high and low limits in the color code correspond to the high and low 

limits of parameter ranges in Table 4. Therefore, the parameters indicated with orange bar 

to the right and blue bar to the left have a positive relationship between the parameters and 

the misfit whereas the negative relationship between the parameters and the misfit is 

described with orange bar to the left and blue bar to the right.  
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 20. Tornado charts for sensitivity analysis before history matching: 

(a) Injection BHP misfit, (b) production BHP misfit, (c) water production rate 

misfit, (d) global misfit 

 

From the tornado charts, the parameters associated with the dilation curve are 

found to be most influential to injection BHP misfit (Figure 20(a)). The production BHP 

misfit is mostly affected by parameters related to the dilation/compaction curves, porosity-

permeability coefficient, and water relative permeability (Figure 20(b)). For water 

production, parameters associated with relative permeability are found to have huge 

impact (Figure 20(c)). The global misfit, weighted sum of misfit in injection and 

production BHP, and water rate production, is found to be dominated by relative 

permeability parameters and porosity-permeability coefficient (Figure 20(d)). In order to 
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reduce the misfit efficiently during history matching process, the history matching is 

performed in two-stage. The first stage only includes more influential parameters based 

on Figure 20(d) (i.e., from 
wcs  to 

nK ) and after the first calibration, the second stage 

proceeds with the rest of the parameters.  

The history matching results for the field application is presented in Figure 21. 

Figure 21(a) shows that the algorithm finds better solutions as history matching process 

proceeds. In the first calibration stage, the global misfit converged after the first five 

generations. After the rest of parameters were included in the second stage calibration, the 

global misfit started decreasing again. The models with smaller misfit were selected as 

updated models based on the red dotted-line in Figure 21(a) to compare with the initial 

population. Compared to the initial models, the updated models have substantially 

improved from the initial models and the comparisons show a good agreement in injection 

BHP (Figure 21(c)), production BHP (Figure 21(e)), and produced water rate (Figure 

21(g)) during history matching period. The prediction after the history matching period 

well-captures the rest of production history which establishes its predictive capability and 

justifies the following production forecast for next 20 years. 
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(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

Figure 21. History matching results for the field application: (a) global 

misfit vs. the number of generation, initial 100 models vs. (b) injection BHP, (d) 

production BHP, (f) water rate history data and updated models vs. (c) injection 

BHP, (e) production BHP, (g) water rate history data 
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(f) (g) 

Figure 21. Continued. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 22. Normalized parameters distribution: (a) initial parameter 

distribution and (b) calibrated parameter distribution 
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The improvement after the model calibration also can be seen in parameter 

distribution (Figure 22). Before the model calibration, the parameters are uniformly 

distributed from the Latin hypercube sampling (Figure 22(a)). However, Figure 22(b) 

shows that the ranges of parameter have been reduced after the calibration which implies 

that uncertainties associated with the parameters are also reduced.  

After the history matching, one of the history-matched cases is selected to show 

how permeability, water saturation, and pressure have changed from the initial state to the 

end of injection phase modeling. Figure 23 shows i-k cross-sectional view of permeability, 

saturation, and pressure in a fracture plane at the initial state and after the stimulation. In 

this history-matched model, the hydraulic fractures formed 450ft of the fracture half-

length and 240ft of the fracture height after the stimulation (Figure 23(d)). The retained 

permeability after the stimulation is passed to the subsequent production phase modeling 

and during the production phase the permeability decreases based on the pressure-

governed Barton-Bandis model as reservoir is depleted. The workflow not only provides 

the production phase with fracture geometry and permeability but also it transfers 

saturation and pressure distribution after the stimulation to the production phase modeling 

as initial conditions. For example, Figure 23(e) shows high water saturation around the 

wellbore. This naturally results in high water cut at early production, which is typically 

observed in hydraulically fractured shale reservoirs. This allows the early well response 

in the production phase modeling to demonstrate early production history data without 

separately calibrating fracture parameters or fracture saturation.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 23. Permeability, water saturation and pressure at the initial state 

(a)-(c) and after the stimulation (d)-(f) 

 

After the predictive capability of the history-matched models is confirmed (Figure 

21), possible EUR and NPV range for the well are investigated. The population-based 

history matching algorithm finds the ensemble of history-matched models, which allows 

us to employ probabilistic analysis on EUR and NPV. The EUR is based on the cumulative 

oil production forecast for the next 20 years (Figure 24(a)). For the forecast period, the 

well is constrained by fixed BHP with the last history value. After the model calibration, 

EUR for this particular well ranges from 360 to 480Mbbl with P10 being 365Mbbl, P50 

being 401Mbbl and P90 being 414Mbbl (Figure 24(b)). The NPV calculation is based on 

the assumptions summarized in Table 6. The economic assumptions also include 10% of 

discount rate, 0.4 of shrinkage ratio, and 120bbl/MMscf of NGL yield. The CAPEX 

includes drilling and completion costs and the OPEX includes fixed monthly costs and 

costs proportional to the production. The commodity prices are assumed to be flat for the 

entire period and working interest (WI) and net revenue interest (NRI) are assumed to be 

75% and 100%, respectively. Given the assumptions, NPV ranges from 3MM$ to 6MM$ 

with P10 being 3.2MM$, P50 being 4.2MM$, and P90 being 4.5MM$ (Figure 24(c)). 
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Table 6. Assumptions used for net present value (NPV) calculation 
Parameters CAPEX OPEX Pricing (flat) WI / NRI 

Value 6.5 MM$ 

12,000 / month 

Oil:  $2.4 / bbl 

Water: $0.5 / bbl 

Gas: $1.2 / Mscf 

Oil: $50 / bbl 

Gas: $2.5 / Mscf 

NGL: $20 / bbl 

75% / 100% 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 24. EUR prediction: (a) cumulative oil production for the next 20 years, (b) 

histogram and CDF of EUR, (c) histogram and CDF of NPV 

 

After the model calibration, the sensitivity on completion design can be 

investigated to find the optimum completion design. Instead of directly calibrating fracture 

parameters to match production history data, the workflow calibrates the empirical 

dilation/compaction curves and the fracture parameters are resulted from injection phase 

modeling that incorporates the curves. This allows us to link completion design parameters 

to fracture parameters and corresponding production profile and NPV. If we explicitly 

tuned fracture parameters during the model calibration, different completion design 

sensitivity cannot be investigated because forward fracture propagation modeling is 

missing in the workflow. It is assumed that the curves do not change with different 

completion designs because the shape and physical parameters of the curves should 

depend on rock characteristics and in-situ stress which are independent of the completion 

design. The example presented in Figure 25 shows fluid injection volume sensitivity on 
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fracture geometry and permeability. The fluid volume is changed from 50% to 150% of 

the current practice and the fracture parameters are obtained from the injection phase 

modeling using the calibrated dilation/compaction curves (Figure 25(a)-(e)). Note that 

other completion design parameters such as cluster and well spacing are fixed. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 25. Completion design sensitivity on injection fluid volume: fracture 

geometry and permeability at (a) 50%, (b) 70%, (c) 100%, (d) 130%, (e) 150% of 

the current practice fluid injection volume 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 26. Cumulative oil production folds after (a) 1 year and (b) 20 years and (c) 

NPV10 folds compared to 100% injection fluid volume case 

 

Given hydraulic fractures from different injection fluid volumes, the models were 

simulated with history BHP constrained. Their cumulative oil production and NPV10 are 

assessed to find the optimum fluid injection volume. NPV10 is calculated based on the 

economic assumptions in Table 6 while completion portion in CAPEX is assumed to be 

proportional to fluid injection volume. Figure 26(a) shows that 1-year cumulative oil 

production roughly follows the injection volume implying that larger fractures are 

beneficial to efficiently recover oil in early time. However, the difference in the oil 
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recovery between the models is less substantial in 20-year cumulative oil production. For 

example, even fluid injection volume larger than the current practice does not benefit 

much cumulative oil production after 20 years. This implies the current practice is close 

to the optimum because the same oil volume can be recovered with smaller fluid injection 

volume. However, Figure 26(c) shows that little extra monetary value is possibly realized 

with slightly less injection volume than the current practice. This result should highly 

depend on the economic assumptions such as commodity price and CAPEX. However, 

the demonstration of the proposed workflow applied to the field case should be beneficial 

for unconventional field development planning and economic decision making and easily 

replicable to other completion design parameters such as cluster and well spacing.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Previous FMM-Sim studies, which transform a 3D reservoir model into an 

equivalent 1D model using the DTOF, have shown its efficiency in reservoir modeling 

and history matching of hydraulically fractured shale wells. However, the fracture 

parameters such as fracture permeability and geometry were directly calibrated during 

history matching that the calibrated models were only valid at given completion designs.  

Therefore, we extended the workflow to the injection phase so that completion 

design can be tied to fracture parameters to investigate the impact of completion design 

on production profiles. In the proposed workflow, the fracture propagation is simulated 
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using a simplified physical model for pressure-dependent fracture compaction/dilation 

curves in 3D FD. The compaction/dilation curves rely on physical parameters to represent 

permeability and porosity modification as function of pressure and the model was 

validated with ABAQUS. The results of injection phase which include fracture 

parameters, pressure and saturation distribution are seamlessly transferred to FMM-Sim 

as input for the subsequent production phase. The proposed workflow was applied to a 

field case to injection and production history matching, calibrating the 

compaction/dilation curves for fracture parameters. With multiple history-matched 

models, possible ranges for NPV10 and EUR for the well were assessed and the calibrated 

curves were used to investigate the impact of the fluid intensity on production profiles and 

NPV10.  

The workflow has been proposed in practical and efficient manner in the sense that 

the entire workflow, from the fracture propagation to the following production, can be 

performed in any FD simulator. Even with a room for improvement in the presented 

workflow, including interaction between multi-wells and fracture propagation in depleted 

reservoirs, the efficient computation from the fracture propagation to the production would 

be beneficial for field operation in unconventional field development planning and 

economic decision making.  
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CHAPTER III  

HYBRID PHYSICS AND DATA-DRIVEN MODELING FOR UNCONVENTIONAL 

FIELD DEVELOPMENT 

 

Chapter Summary 

 

The objective of this study is to develop a hybrid model by combining physics and 

data-driven approach for unconventional field development planning. We used physics-

based reservoir simulations to generate training datasets. These simulation results were 

incorporated into data-driven machine learning (ML) algorithms so that the algorithms 

can learn the underlying physics from reservoir simulation input and output. The ML 

model is trained such that it provides fast and scalable applications with good accuracy to 

find optimum unconventional field development, accounting for geological properties, 

completions design, well spacing and child well timing. 

We trained ML models with reservoir simulation inputs and cumulative oil 

production for parent and child wells. A single half-cluster reservoir model was built 

where fracture propagation is simulated with pressure-dependent fracture properties and a 

child-well is introduced with different timing and well spacing. After performing a 

 

 
 Part of this chapter is reprinted from Park, J., Datta-Gupta, A., Singh, A. and Sankaran, S., 2020a. Hybrid 

Physics and Data-Driven Modeling for Unconventional Field Development–Onshore US Basin Case Study. 

Unconventional Resources Technology Conference (URTEC) with permission from URTeC, whose 

permission is required for further use. 
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sensitivity analysis to reduce the number of training inputs, more than 20,000 simulations 

results were generated as the training data. The best accuracy, R2=0.94, was achieved with 

the neural network model after tuning hyper-parameters. Then, we incorporated the 

trained model with the genetic algorithm to perform efficient history matching to calibrate 

model parameters. 

The hybrid model, physics-embedded machine learning model, is extremely 

efficient that it takes several minutes to complete a single well history matching. The 

prediction from the history-matched hybrid model is physically meaningful showing that 

it properly captures the impact of fracture geometry, child well spacing, and timing on 

production. With the multiple history matching results, we populated spatial distribution 

of estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) and calibrated model parameters. To validate the 

workflow, a blind test was conducted on selected areas from US onshore field. The model 

prediction with the populated parameters was found to be in good agreement with the 

actual production history indicating the predictive capability of the hybrid approach.  

The proposed model can provide quick and scalable solutions that honors 

underlying physics to help decision making on unconventional field development. The 

model can capture interactions between wells including production degradation due to 

child-well effect. By calibrating model input parameters over the entire basin, we can 

predict EUR, yearly cumulative oil followed by economic metrics such as NPV10 at any 

location in the basin. The impact of different completion design (e.g., fluid intensity, 

cluster spacing) on production profile and economic matrices is also quickly assessed. 
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Introduction 

 

One of the challenges in unconventional field development is to find the optimum 

number of wells to place in a section or a given area to efficiently recover hydrocarbon. 

However, finding the optimum field development strategy is a complex problem 

associated with multiple variables including geologic properties, completion design, well 

placement, and initial reservoir condition. Therefore, it is not straightforward to tackle the 

problem and establish a predictive model for optimum field development. Moreover, we 

occasionally need to place a parent well first to secure operatorship or for appraisal 

purposes and come back later to place a child well next to the parent well. If this is the 

case, it is possible that the reservoir of the child well is partially depleted by the parent 

well. Thus, the child well performance might not be as good as the parent well 

performance. This production degradation is called child well effect and the production 

degradation is a function of the child well spacing and timing. Quantifying the child well 

effect would be also beneficial to field development planning. For example, tighter 

spacing should not be necessary for a child well that is introduced long time after a parent 

well. The optimum spacing for a child well should become larger with longer child well 

timing. 

For unconventional field development, the oil and gas industry has been mainly 

using decline curve analysis (DCA) (Kanfar and Wattenbarger, 2012; Valkó and Lee, 

2010), multivariate analysis (MVA) (Maucec et al., 2015; Schuetter et al., 2018; Singh, 
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2016), rate transient analysis (RTA) (Baek et al., 2019; Song and Ehlig-Economides, 

2011), and reservoir simulation (Kim et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2019; Park and Janova, 

2020). All of them can be suitable tools with advantages and disadvantages, depending on 

a problem type and approach that a practitioner wants to take.  

To briefly mention each method, DCA is based on pure curve fitting without 

consideration of geologic properties or operating conditions. It is a simple and powerful 

tool to forecast production and estimate ultimate recovery which makes DCA the most 

popular tool for unconventional reservoirs. However, DCA cannot predict the production 

for a potential incoming well because DCA is only applicable if production data is 

available (i.e., after the production started). Also, with few data points, the prediction 

might be uncertain and yield multiple interpretations.  

Multivariate analysis (or data analytics, machine learning) is a purely data-driven 

approach which can draw insights from large data sets. It efficiently processes large data 

sets and is powerful to capture complex and indistinct interactions between the data. 

However, the limitation of the method is that the analysis is only effective within the 

acquired (or trained) data range. In other words, it can effectively interpolate between data 

points but its extrapolation is not credible. Besides, these are pure data-driven methods 

that cannot be often physically interpreted or used to explain the outcomes. 

RTA is based on simplified physics, incorporating bottom-hole pressure and fluid 

production rates data. It can identify flow regimes assuming simple fracture geometry and 

reservoir configuration to help characterize stimulated fracture surface and enhanced 

formation permeability (Wattenbarger et al., 1998). Also, it can efficiently forecast 
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production and estimate oil recovery. However, it is not sufficient to account for complex 

dynamics in unconventional reservoirs such as interaction between parent-child wells.  

Reservoir simulation is the most robust method based on numerically discretized 

physics which can solve challenging problems including hydraulic fracture propagation, 

multi-phase fluid flow in subsurface and interaction between multiple wells. However, it 

is not easily scalable to the entire acreage or basin because of demanding resources and 

manpower compared to the other methods. The number of drilled and completed wells in 

unconventional reservoirs outpaces the number of wells that can be analyzed with 

reservoir simulations. Starting from integrating high resolution geologic data followed by 

upscaling and upgridding to build a model and the model calibration might take up to 

months. 

In general, it is fair to say that the aforementioned methods are faster and more 

scalable leftward in Figure 27, and toward right, the methods provide more accurate 

results, adding up more complexity. It would be the best practice to adequately utilize all 

the methods balancing their advantages and limitations. There also have been efforts to 

develop new methodologies and models for unconventional reservoirs other than the listed 

methods such as rapid fast marching-based reservoir simulation techniques (Iino et al., 

2017b; Zhang et al., 2016), novel model-free production data analysis methods (Xue et 

al., 2019b; Yang et al., 2017a), and models combining data and physics (Molinari et al., 

2019; Zhang et al., 2018).  
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Figure 27. Common industry practices for unconventional field development 

 

The objective of the current study is to build a hybrid model by combining strength 

of current practices in the industry. Thus, the proposed model can provide fast and scalable 

applications with high accuracy to address challenges in unconventional field 

development. Specifically, we tried to combine physics and data-driven approach at field 

scale to find the optimum field development strategy (Figure 28). We used physics-based 

reservoir simulations to generate training materials and incorporate them into machine 

learning algorithms to embed physical meaning between the reservoir simulation input 

and output. Therefore, the hybrid model proposed in this study can achieve high accuracy 

in well performance prediction with scalability. The hybrid model is designed to be 

practical and efficient to address challenges in unconventional field development. 

Specifically, this study aims to address the optimum well spacing and production 

degradation of child well using the hybrid model and provide a practical solution for field 

development planning and economic decision making. 
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Figure 28. Schematic of hybrid modeling, combining physics-based reservoir 

simulation and data-driven machine learning algorithms 

 

 

Methodology 

 

The hybrid model is built by combining physics-based reservoir simulation and 

data-driven machine learning algorithms. First, multiple reservoir models with different 

reservoir and completion parameter combinations are simulated to generate production 

profiles. Next, the machine learning algorithms are trained with simulation input 

parameters and production profiles such that the machine learning models can pick up the 

physical interaction between the simulation input and the output. We ensured that when 

production profiles are generated, simulation input covers all plausible parameter ranges 

that can be foreseen within the basin or acreage. Thus, when it comes to the application, 

well performance is predicted within the trained parameter ranges. 
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Figure 29. Hybrid modeling workflow, from data gathering to field-scale 

application 

 

Figure 29 shows the hybrid modeling workflow. A brief introduction of each step 

is given below and will be revisited in detail later.  

1. Data Source: First, the available data is gathered from public sources and database 

including geologic properties, reservoir properties, initial reservoir conditions, 

completion designs and production data. We categorize input data into three 

groups: 1. known parameters, the parameters that we already know, 2. design 

parameters, the parameters that we have control of, and 3. unknown parameters, 

the parameters we do not know yet to calibrate. For finding the best field 

development strategy, the design parameters, which are mainly associated with 

completion design, will be varied and corresponding production and economic 

metrics will be investigated. 
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2. Reservoir Simulation: With the selection and categorization of the simulation 

inputs, we proceed to reservoir simulations. The reservoir simulation is comprised 

of injection and production phases of hydraulically fractured wells. The pressure-

dependent fracture dilation/compaction curves are utilized to mimic fracture 

propagation and closure in flow simulations. Therefore, the injection phase 

emulates the fracture propagation and subsequently, the production phase is 

simulated with the retained fracture geometry and permeability. Note that the 

injection and production phases are simulated using the same simulator that lends 

itself to facilitate an automatic workflow. During the production phase, a child well 

is introduced with the well spacing and timing as parameters. As a result, 

production profiles for parent and child wells are obtained.  

3. Machine Learning Model: Next, machine learning (ML) algorithms take reservoir 

simulation input parameters and production profiles for training. Multiple ML 

algorithms are tried to find the best fit for this particular problem. In this process, 

the focus is to improve accuracy of the model by tuning hyper parameters (or 

structure of ML model) without modifying the loss function. The trained models 

need to be cross-validated and the model with the best accuracy is selected. 

4. Well-scale Application: After the hybrid model is built, the model is applied at the 

well-scale. The hybrid model is incorporated with a history matching algorithm. 

This is a shift in paradigm: usually, a reservoir simulator is used for history 

matching and yet we utilize the hybrid model to history-match that we largely 

benefit from computation time. By incorporating the history matching algorithm 
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with the hybrid model, we can forecast production and calibrate unknown 

parameters with great efficiency. After the model calibration, sensitivity of design 

parameters (e.g., completion design, lateral well spacing and child well timing) 

can be investigated. 

5. Field-scale Application: With multiple history matching results, value acreage 

maps such as EUR and NPV10 can be generated to help the field development 

planning and economic decision making in the area of interest. Calibrated 

unknown parameters at multiple locations can be interpolated to locations where 

we do not have drilled wells. Thus, we are able to assess well performance with 

modified design parameters at potential well locations for the development plan. 

 

The significance of the proposed hybrid modeling workflow is that underlying 

physics in reservoir simulator including hydraulic fracture propagation and subsequent 

production are embedded into the machine learning algorithm. This allows design 

parameters such as completion design and well spacing to link to well performance which 

helps optimize field development with significant speed up in computation time. To mimic 

the geomechanical behavior of hydraulic fracture in a flow simulator, we employed 

pressure-dependent fracture dilation/compaction curves and assigned the curves to 

potential fracture paths. For example, Figure 30(a) shows potential fracture propagation 

paths. Along the paths, transmissibility (Figure 30(b)) and pore-volume (Figure 30(c)) 

multipliers are assigned as function of pressure. The curves are motivated by laboratory 

experiments, numerical modeling of fracture property modification due to stress and 
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pressure change in rocks, and theoretical background including linear elastic fracture 

mechanics. The previous study (Park et al., 2020c) parameterized the shape of the curves 

by introducing physical parameters so that the curves can be calibrated during history 

matching and used for completion design optimization. The simplified pressure-dependent 

curves were validated with the cohesive zone model in ABAQUS, a fully coupled fluid 

flow and geomechanical simulator, and also applied to a field case. This study takes the 

same approach to emulate geomechanical behavior of the hydraulic fractures in a flow 

simulator.  

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 30. Pressure-dependent fracture property curves to mimic fracture 

propagation in a flow simulator: (a) potential fracture paths, (b) transmissibility 

multiplier curves, and (c) pore-volume multiplier curves (after Park et al. (2019b)) 

 

The hybrid model is a forward simulator with high efficiency and we incorporated 

it with a genetic algorithm for history matching. The population-based optimization 

algorithm provides an ensemble of history-matched models to forecast oil production and 

calibrated history matching parameters. This enables probabilistic analysis and 

uncertainty assessment of the well performance and the calibrated parameters. Given the 
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calibrated unknown parameters, we can investigate the sensitivity of the design parameters 

on oil production and economic metrics. More importantly, the parameters in the area 

without wells can be spatially interpolated with the history matching results. Therefore, 

the interpolated unknown parameters can be used to assess potential new well 

performance. This implies that the hybrid model is applicable to find the optimum 

development strategy in the area even without sufficient input data. The details of the 

hybrid modeling application with history matching will be revisited.  

 

 

Data Gathering and Range 

 

Data are collected from public sources and database including geologic properties, 

initial reservoir conditions and completion design to provide input parameters for reservoir 

simulations. The input parameters for the reservoir simulations are categorized into three 

groups. Known parameters are the input parameters that we already have access to the 

information from the database. Design parameters are the input parameters that we have 

control of, mainly including completion design parameters. Unknown parameters are the 

input parameters that we do not have information and yet they are going to be calibrated 

after history matching. The known parameters include initial reservoir condition, geologic 

properties (porosity, water saturation, and thickness of each formation), and fluid PVT. 

The design parameters include well configuration and completion design: fluid intensity, 

cluster and well spacing and child-well timing. Note that well spacing in this study refers 
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to lateral well spacing. The unknown parameters include permeability of each formation, 

dilation/compaction curves for hydraulic fractures, and relative permeability. Figure 31 

illustrates parameters associated with compaction/dilation and relative permeability 

curves, respectively. The dilation/compaction curves are for hydraulic fractures. The 

assumption that we can simply express fracture properties as function of pressure enables 

to mimic fracture propagation and closure in reservoir simulations. The relative 

permeability curves follow a typical Brooks-Corey model. The bottom-hole pressure trend 

could be one of the design parameters (e.g., aggressive choke for large drawdown or less 

aggressive choke for small drawdown) to operate a well. However, in this study, the 

bottom-hole pressure trend is fixed by taking the average of available bottom-hole 

pressure trends.  

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 31. Schematics of (a) dilation (injection)/compaction (production) curves, (b) 

Corey-type relative permeability curves and associated parameters 

 

Table 7 lists reservoir simulation input parameters and their ranges. Parameters 

with an asterisk indicate that these parameters have values for formation A, B and C. In 

Table 7, there are 34 parameters in total. However, the number of unknown parameters 
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will be reduced after performing sensitivity analysis. The purpose of sensitivity analysis 

is to identify influential parameters and reduce the number of parameters by excluding 

less influential parameters. While gathering data, it should be emphasized that the data-

driven approach is not effective with parameters beyond the training ranges. Therefore, 

input parameters range should be appropriately setup such that it covers the entire possible 

ranges for applications.  

 

Table 7. Input parameters for reservoir simulations and their range 

Parameter Type Category Parameters 
Range 

Min Max 

Known Parameters 

Initial Reservoir 

Conditions 

Reservoir Pressure (psi) 8,000 10,000 

Reservoir Temperature (°F) 150 200 

Geologic Properties 

Porosity* 0.05 0.1 

Water Saturation* 0.2 0.75 

Thickness* (ft) 100 340 

Fluid PVT 

API 39 54 

Gas Gravity 0.72 0.81 

Gas Oil Ratio (Mscf/bbl) 0.95 5.5 

Bubble point pressure (psi) 3,000 3,500 

Well Configuration True Vertical Depth (TVD) 

(ft) 
9,500 13,000 

Design Parameters Well Configuration 

Fluid Intensity (bbl/ft) 25 60 

Cluster Spacing (ft) 20 40 

Well Spacing (ft) 200 3,000 

Child Well Timing (year) 0 3 

Unknown Parameters 

Geologic Properties Permeability* (md) 0.003 0.0002 

Dilation Curve 

Fracture initiation pressure, 

fip ,(psi) 1,500 2,000 

Initial fracture width, iniw

,(ft) 
0.001 0.005 

Permeability-porosity 

coefficient, ppc  20 40 

Compaction Curve 

Fracture stiffness, nK , 

(MPa/mm) 
1 10 

Fracture residual perm ratio, 

rfk  0.005 1 

Relative Permeability 

kromax 0.6 0.8 

krwmax 0.5 1.0 

no 1.5 5 

nw 1.5 5 

swirr  0.1 0.4 

sorw  0.1 0.4 
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Reservoir Simulation Setup 

 

After reservoir simulation input is set, we built a reservoir model to run 

simulations. Figure 32(a) shows the schematic of a two-well pad and we modeled a part 

of the two-well pad, highlighted with a magenta box. The model has two wells and each 

well has half-fracture. The model consists of formation A, B and C and the formation B is 

the target formation where the hydraulic fractures propagate (Figure 32(b)). Each 

formation is assumed to be homogenous. Therefore, one representative value for porosity, 

water saturation, and permeability is assigned for each formation. In order to take cluster 

and well spacing as well as formation thickness into simulation input, we allow DX, DY 

and DZ to change accordingly while the total number of cells in the reservoir simulation 

model is fixed. The total number of cells in the model is 8,800. There are 11, 40 and 20 

cells for NX, NY, and NZ, respectively. Thus, the model size can change in x, y, and z-

direction depending on cluster and well spacing and formation thickness by adjusting DX, 

DY and DZ, respectively. Tartan gridding is used to describe hydraulic fractures and two 

different relative permeability curves are assigned for the fractures and matrix. While the 

matrix relative permeability curves vary according to the range in Table 7, the relative 

permeability for hydraulic fractures is fixed to be straight line (Pieters and Graves, 1994). 

Given the initial reservoir pressure and TVD parameters, the pressure gradient is 

calculated and the initial pressure values are assigned with the depth in the reservoir 

model.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 32. Reservoir simulation model: (a) schematic of two-well pad (after Park 

and Janova (2020)) and (b) single half-cluster reservoir model 

 

The reservoir simulation consists of two consecutive steps – namely, injection and 

production phase simulations. Figure 33 and Figure 34 show pressure maps at different 

timing in injection and production phases, respectively, to help better understand how the 

simulation proceeds. First, the injection phase of the parent well is simulated (Figure 33). 

Given the dilation curve, fracture permeability increases as function of pressure so that it 

mimics hydraulic fracture propagation. During injection phase, the well is constrained by 

injection rate. The injection rate is calculated based on fluid intensity and cluster spacing 

which are the design parameters in Table 7. These two parameters determine the total fluid 

injection volume and the rate is calculated accordingly, fixing the total injection time of 

1-hour.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 33. Pressure maps at different timings during injection phase 

 

Next, the simulation proceeds to the production phase (Figure 34). The initial 

conditions for the production phase such as pressure, saturation as well as fracture 

geometry and permeability are inferred from the result of the injection phase as restart 

parameters. During production phase, the parent well starts producing first and the child 

well is introduced with a time gap. The introduction timing is one of design parameters 

which varies from 0 to 3 years. In this study, the fracture parameters such as fracture 

geometry and permeability for the child well are assumed to be identical as the parent 

well. The parent and child wells are constrained with the bottom-hole pressure where the 

decline starts from the initial reservoir pressure parameter and converges to the bubble 

point pressure parameter in 1-year, following a typical drawdown trend in the target basin. 

Therefore, production operation is also depending on sampled initial reservoir pressure 

and bubble point pressure. After the simulation, the cumulative oil production profiles for 

both parent and child well are obtained as output. The frequency of production output is 

every 3 months for the first year and every year afterward for 30 years. Hence, there are 

34 points in the cumulative production profile.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

   

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 34. Pressure maps at different timings during production phase 

 

After the reservoir simulation is setup, we performed sensitivity analysis. The 

purpose of sensitivity analysis is to find the heavy hitters. Heavy hitters are parameters 

that are more influential than others to simulation results. Once we identify heavy hitters 

based on their influence on the results, we can screen-out less influential parameters to 

reduce the number of unknown parameters for history matching. To identify influence of 

each parameter, we used the Distance-based Generalized Sensitivity Analysis (DGSA) 

(Fenwick et al., 2014; Park et al., 2016). DGSA first classifies the output response by 

clustering and finds variations of parameter distribution in each class to indicate parameter 

sensitivity. Figure 35 shows the procedure for DGSA. First, we sample parameters using 

Latin hypercube sampling method from predefined parameter ranges, listed in Table 7. 

Given the parameters, multiple reservoir models are setup and simulated, and cumulative 

oil production profiles are obtained. Next, the production profiles are clustered based on 

the optimum L1 distance between the profiles. For example, in Figure 35, the cumulative 

oil production profiles are classified into two groups. For each parameter, the cumulative 

distribution function (CDF) for the entire sample set and samples within each cluster are 

calculated. The underlying logic is that if parameter distributions are distinct between 
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clusters, that parameter is considered to be influential. This is because a large difference 

in the parameter distributions drives dissimilarity in output responses.  

Figure 36 shows a tornado chart after performing sensitivity analysis, indicating 

the influence of each parameter. Based on the tornado chart, insensitive parameters among 

the unknown parameters: no, kromax, krwmax, Formation A and C permeability, initial fracture 

width, fracture stiffness, and fracture initiation pressure are excluded. This reduces the 

number of parameters from 34 to 26. The finalized parameters to train in machine leaning 

algorithms are as follows. There are four design parameters including cluster and well 

spacing, fluid intensity, and child well timing. Known parameters include porosity, water 

saturation and thickness of Formation A, B and C, initial reservoir pressure and 

temperature, True Vertical Depth (TVD), Gas Oil Ratio (GOR), oil API, and gas gravity. 

We have six unknown parameters and two of them are associated with dilation/compaction 

curves (permeability-porosity coefficient and fracture initiation pressure), three of them 

are associated with relative permeability (swc, sor, no) and there is the permeability for 

Formation B. The six unknown parameters need to be calibrated by history matching and 

the calibration of Formation B permeability will be presented as an example. 
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Figure 35. Distance-based generalized sensitivity analysis procedure 

 

 

Figure 36. Tornado chart for the sensitivity analysis results 
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Machine Learning Model Selection and Training 

 

In order to build machine learning models, more than 20,000 reservoir simulation 

results were generated. We took 2/3 of the simulation results for machine learning 

algorithm training and 1/3 for model validation. We tried four different machine learning 

algorithms in scikit-learn package in Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to find the best fit 

for this particular problem. The algorithm types are summarized in Table 8. We followed 

the default algorithm setting for preliminary training and validation. For polynomial 

regression, ordinary least squares linear regression with 2nd degree polynomial features 

was used. For gradient boosting and random forest regressor, 100 boosting stages and 10 

trees were used as number of estimators, respectively. The default setting for multi-layer 

perceptron regressor was one hidden layer with 100 nodes.  

 

Table 8. Machine learning algorithm types and their default setting 
ML algorithms Regressor type (sklearn.) Regressor setting 

Polynomial linear_model.LinearRegression PolynomialFeatures(2) 

Gradient boosting ensemble.GradientBoostingRegressor n_estimator = 100 

Neural network neural_network.MLPRegressor 1 hidden layer with 100 nodes 

Random forest ensemble.RandomForestRegressor n_estimator = 10 
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(a) 

   
(b) (c) (d) 

Figure 37. Preliminary results of machine learning algorithms: (a) model score 

comparison and examples of (b) polynomial regression, (c) gradient boosting 

regression, and (d) neural network regression 

 

Figure 37(a) shows preliminary model scores for training and validation between 

the algorithms. The model score in y-axis roughly tells the accuracy of the models. The 

2nd order polynomial regression shows good results in both training (91%) and validation 

(90%). However, as Figure 37(b) shows, there are cases showing unrealistic production 

behavior: cumulative oil production should not be negative. This could happen because 

the data-driven regression is purely data fitting where underlying physics could be 

missing. Therefore, in spite of the good model score, the polynomial regression might not 

be the best fit for this particular problem because it does not adequately reflect the 

underlying physics in the reservoir simulator. Gradient boosting regression also provides 

decent scores for training (89%) and validation (85%). However, the predicted production 

does not increase monotonically (Figure 37(c)). This is because 
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GradientBoostingRegressor in sklearn package only supports multiple-input-single-

output type of regression. This means that if we are to predict 30 outputs (e.g., yearly 

cumulative oil production for 30 years), we need 30 regressors (e.g., one regressor for 

each year) where each regressor does not necessarily depend on each other. Therefore, it 

might capture the overall increasing trend but cannot capture the monotonic increasing 

trend over the period. Random forest regressor shows the highest score in the model 

training (96%). However, it has an overfitting issue, indicating that there is large 

discrepancy between training and validation score. Therefore, even though the neural 

network regressor does not show the best accuracy in the preliminary results, we selected 

the algorithm because at least it does not show unrealistic behavior. This implies that the 

neural network algorithm in this case can be potentially used to embed underlying physics 

between reservoir simulation input and output.  

After the neural network algorithm was selected as the machine learning model to 

train, we tried to find the optimum structure of neural network to improve the model 

accuracy. Figure 38(a) shows the schematics of neural network structure. The optimum 

structure was investigated by changing the number of hidden layers and the number of 

nodes per layer. There is flexibility to assign different number of nodes for each hidden 

layer and yet in this study, we fixed the number of nodes for each hidden layer. 

GridSearchCV in sklearn.model_selection package was used to find the optimum structure 

of the neural network algorithm. It performs an exhaustive search over specified parameter 

values for an estimator to help model selection. It involves k-fold cross-validation process 

which means that the entire training dataset (i.e., 2/3 of 20,000+ reservoir simulation 
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results for this study) splits into k groups and each group is kept as validation data while 

the remaining k-1 groups are used for training dataset (Schuetter et al., 2018). Thus, the 

model score after the cross-validation reflects comprehensive evaluation of the model with 

k times of sub-training and validation. In that way, the model is less biased or less 

optimistic than one-time split for training and validation. Figure 38(b) shows the 

exhaustive search result for the optimum neural network structure. With all possible 

combinations of number of hidden layers and nodes, it was found that the best model score 

comes with 3 layers and 90 nodes per layer for this particular problem.  

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 38. Neural network model and its score: (a) schematic of neural network 

structure and (b) neural network model scores with different number of hidden 

layers and nodes combinations 

 

The exhaustive search is an essential process to improve model accuracy because 

simply increasing the complexity of neural network structure does not guarantee higher 

accuracy. For example, Figure 39(a) shows the model score with the number of nodes at 

six hidden layers. The model score increases rapidly and yet there is not much variation 

after 30 nodes. Similarly, given 60 nodes per layer, the increase in the number of hidden 
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layers does not provide higher model score (Figure 39(b)). Therefore, the effort should be 

made to find the optimum structure of neural network model to achieve higher model 

accuracy.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 39. Neural network model score with (a) the number of nodes with 6 hidden 

layers and (b) the number of layers with 60 nodes 

 

Given three hidden layers and 90 nodes per hidden layer, the model achieved R2 

of 0.96 in the training (Figure 40(a)) and R2 of 0.94 in validation (Figure 40(b)). Note that 

all 34 points in the cumulative production profile are included in R2 calculation and 

visualization in Figure 40(a)-(b). This means that with the same reservoir simulation input, 

the trained machine learning model is able to closely reproduce the overall reservoir 

simulation output, the cumulative production profile. More importantly, we largely benefit 

from computation time. Figure 40(c) shows the simulation time comparison between the 

reservoir simulator and the trained machine learning model with y-axis in log-scale. Note 

that the reservoir simulations were performed with three simultaneous runs using two 

cores per simulation. We found that the simulation time for the reservoir simulator 

increases linearly with the number of simulations. However, the simulation time for the 
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machine learning model does not seem to be affected much by the number of simulations. 

This is because most of simulation time for the neural network model takes in accessing 

input and writing output. The pure computation for the neural network model is simply a 

series of multiplication and addition which takes only little time regardless of the number 

of simulations. With the large number of simulations, the benefit becomes even more 

magnified. For example, simulating 3,000 cases takes approximately 10 seconds with the 

machine learning model whereas the reservoir simulator takes about 37 hours. The 

difference is about four-order of magnitudes. The trained machine learning model is very 

fast and efficient compared to the reservoir simulator and yet it still provides accurate 

results which makes the hybrid modeling approach well-suited for field applications.  

 

  

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 40. Comparison between the reservoir simulation results and the trained 

neural network model: (a) the training result of the neural network model, (b) the 

test result of the neural network model, and (c) computation time 
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Well-scale Application 

 

After the hybrid model is built combining physics-based reservoir simulation and 

data-driven machine learning algorithm, the model was applied at well-scale. The main 

objective of the well-scale application is to efficiently predict well performance (i.e., 

cumulative oil production for 30 years). The hybrid model requires three input groups to 

predict oil production: known parameters, design parameters, and unknown parameters. 

In order to assess the well performance, unknown parameters need to be identified. Then, 

we have full control of well performance prediction. After unknown parameters are 

identified, design parameters sensitivity can be studied which helps field development 

planning.  

To identify unknown parameters, we incorporated the genetic algorithm for history 

matching so that we can calibrate unknown parameters as history matching parameters. 

The genetic algorithm is a robust algorithm in the sense that it broadly explores parameter 

space and it has been widely used for optimization (Iino et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2017b) 

and history matching (Chen et al., 2020a; Hetz et al., 2017) in oil and gas applications. 

However, a major bottle neck of the genetic algorithm application is that it requires 

extensive computation, which is not an issue in the hybrid model. The fundamental idea 

in the genetic algorithm is the survival of the fittest: models with small misfit (and hence, 

high fitness) are kept and models with large misfit are discarded so that the entire 

population moves toward reducing the misfit. In history matching process, the initial 

population is generated using Latin-hyper cube sampling method. Next, the misfit of each 
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model is evaluated, and the models are sorted by the misfit. The next generation is 

populated among “good models” from the previous generation with some random input 

based on cross-over and random mutation. Therefore, as the algorithm evolves, the better 

solutions are expected so that the misfit gradually decreases. Another advantage of 

utilizing the genetic algorithm in history matching is that it is a population-based 

optimization algorithm. Therefore, the genetic algorithm provides an ensemble of history-

matched models rather than one deterministic history-matched model. This allows us to 

assess uncertainty ranges associated with history matching parameters and ultimate oil 

recovery.  

We applied the method to a well in US onshore basin as an example. The history 

matching was performed, fixing the known parameters and the design parameters for the 

well. Only unknown parameters are adjusted to minimize the error between history oil 

production data and cumulative oil production predicted by the hybrid model. Because of 

the efficiency of the hybrid model, the computation time to complete this single well 

history matching only takes several minutes with 10 generations where most of time is 

consumed in mutation and cross-over to populate next generations. The detailed 

calibration methodology for the sampled well is summarized in Table 9. The history 

matching parameters are unknown parameters and their ranges are the same as the ranges 

of reservoir simulation input parameters (Table 10). 
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Table 9. History matching methodology for the example well 

Calibration Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm (100 population/generation, total 10 

generations) 

Calibration Period 1492 days (4 years)) 

Objective Function ( ) ln .
steps

j
j

f Cum oil = 
 m  

 

Table 10. History matching parameters and their ranges for the example well 

Category History Matching Parameters Parameter Ranges 

Dilation/Compaction 

Curves 

Permeability-porosity Coefficient: 20 – 50 

Fracture residual permeability ratio: 5×10-3  – 1.0 

Relative Permeability 

no 1.5 – 5.0 

swc 0.1 – 0.4 

swc 0.1 – 0.4 

Geologic Property Formation B permeability 1×10-4  – 3×10-3 

 

The single well history matching results are presented in Figure 41. Figure 41(a) 

shows that as the history matching proceeds, the misfit gradually decreases with 

generations. The models with smaller misfit were selected as updated models based on the 

horizontal red line. The updated models (Figure 41(c)) show significant improvement 

compared to the initial models (Figure 41(b)) and closely reproduce the history data. With 

an ensemble of history matched models, we assessed EUR range for the well and 

visualized with histogram and cumulative distribution function (CDF) (Figure 41(d)). The 

EUR ranges from 144bbl/ft to 168bbl/ft with P10 being 157bbl/ft, P50 being 153bbl/ft, 

and P90 being 143bbl/ft.  
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(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 41. Single well history matching results: (a) global misfit vs. number of 

generations, (b) initial model vs. history data, (c) updated models vs. history data, 

and (d) histogram and cumulative distribution function of the estimated ultimate 

recovery 

 

By conducting history matching, we can also calibrate unknown parameters. 

Figure 42 shows prior and posterior distributions of formation B permeability as an 

example. Initially, the permeability was uniformly distributed but after history matching, 

the permeability range is reduced, which means that the uncertainty associated with the 

permeability decreases. Given calibrated unknown parameters, we have full control of the 

hybrid model to investigate the optimum field development strategy for this history-

matched well. Among three required groups of input parameters (known, design, and 

unknown parameters), for the optimum field development strategy, known parameters stay 
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identical and we take the calibrated unknown parameters while varying design parameters 

to investigate the sensitivity of the design parameters on oil recovery and economic 

matrices.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 42. Formation B permeability distribution for the example well: (a) prior 

distribution and (b) posterior distribution 

 

We took one of the history-matched models to investigate sensitivity of lateral well 

spacing and child well effect on oil production. Figure 43(a) shows that the EUR per well 

increases with larger well spacing. This is because with larger well spacing, the well can 

drain more reservoir volume and recover more oil. However, EUR per section (Figure 

43(b)) suggests that tighter spacing is beneficial in oil recovery while there is no 

significant difference in the oil recovery until 1,200ft well spacing. This implies that the 

well spacing tighter than 1,200ft in this area is less effective in terms of oil recovery. This 

is because given 1,200ft spacing, we can still recover the same amount of oil with a less 

number of wells.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 43. Lateral well spacing sensitivity on oil recovery: (a) EUR per well and (b) 

EUR per section 

 

We compared the predictions from the hybrid model with pressure maps from 

actual reservoir simulations to make sure the predictions are physically making sense. 

Figure 44 shows cross-sectional pressure maps after 1-year of production from the 

reservoir simulator at different well spacing. In the case of 600ft spacing (Figure 44(a)), 

fractures from the parent and child wells are overlapping. In the case of the 2,000ft spacing 

case (Figure 44(c)), there is large reservoir volume that is not even touched or covered by 

hydraulic fractures from the wells. However, 1,200ft spacing case ((Figure 44(b)) shows 

that the fractures are optimally placed in terms of fracture geometry and well spacing. 

Comparing the hybrid model prediction with the pressure maps from the reservoir 

simulator, the hybrid model prediction is physically meaningful, capturing the impact of 

fracture geometry and well spacing on the oil production. This is the significance of the 

hybrid model and distinguishes itself from pure data-driven approach where underlying 

physics might be missing.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 44. Cross-section pressure maps from the reservoir simulations at different 

well spacing: (a) 600ft, (b) 1,200ft, and (c) 2,000ft 

 

Since the hybrid model predicts cumulative oil production as function of time, we 

can readily calculate economic metrics. The economic assumptions we used for NPV10 

calculation are based on typical values of capital expenditure (CAPEX), operational 

expenditure (OPEX), working interest (WI), and net revenue interest (NRI) in the target 

basin and summarized in Table 11. Figure 45 shows lateral well spacing sensitivity on 

NPV10 per well and per section. Figure 45(a) shows that NPV10 per well is basically 

proportional to EUR per well. However, NPV10 per section suggests the optimum well 

spacing in the area is around 1,200ft which is consistent with the optimum well spacing 

for EUR (Figure 45(b)). It should be noted that NPV10 dramatically decreases with the 

spacing tighter than 1,200ft because tighter spacing means more wells to be drilled and 

completed which adds up more costs with the same oil recovery volume.  

 

Table 11. Economic assumptions for NPV10 calculation 
Parameters CAPEX OPEX Pricing (flat) WI / NRI 

Value 6.5 MM$ 

12,000 / month 

Oil: $2.4 / bbl 

Water: $0.5 / bbl 

Gas: $1.2 / Mscf 

Oil: $50 / bbl 

Gas: $2.5 / Mscf 

NGL: $20 / bbl 

75% / 100% 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 45. Lateral well spacing sensitivity on NPV10: (a) NPV10 per well and (b) 

NPV10 per section 

 

With the history-matched model, we also investigated the sensitivity of child well 

timing and spacing on oil production degradation. Figure 46 shows performance 

degradation at different child-well timing and spacing. Given 600ft spacing, the child well 

performance decreases to 44% with 1-year time lag, 35% with 2-year time lag, and 32% 

with 3-year time lag compared to the case without time lag (Figure 46(a)). This is because 

as time lag increases, the reservoir for the child well is more drained by the parent well. 

Pressure maps from the reservoir simulator confirm that the reservoir for the child well 

depletes more with longer time lag (Figure 47). Figure 46(b) shows that given 3-year time 

lag, the performance is less compromised with larger well spacing. With this exercise, the 

hybrid model demonstrates that the degradation of the child well performance magnifies 

with longer time lag and tighter well spacing, which is physically reasonable. This implies 

that the hybrid model captures the child well performance degradation as function of child 

well timing and well spacing.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 46. Performance degradation due to child well effect: (a) child well timing 

sensitivity and (b) child well spacing sensitivity 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 47. Pressure maps of 600ft spacing case from the reservoir simulations with 

green star indicating the child well location: after (a) 1 year, (b) 2 years, and (c) 3 

years 

 

Lastly, we investigated the sensitivity of completion design on oil production. The 

fluid intensity indicates the amount of fluid volume to inject to stimulate tight oil 

reservoirs. Given well spacing, larger injected fluid volume stimulates more reservoir 

volume, creating larger fracture surfaces area which leads to greater oil recovery. As 

shown in Figure 48(a), the hybrid model predicts higher EUR per well with larger fluid 

intensity with 1,500ft well spacing.  

Figure 48(b) and Figure 48(c) show pressure maps from the reservoir simulator 

with the fluid intensity of 30bbl/ft and 50bbl/ft, respectively. With 1,500ft well spacing, 

30bbl/ft fluid intensity leaves unstimulated reservoir volume whereas 50bbl/ft fluid 

intensity stimulates most of the reservoir. This physical interaction between well spacing, 
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fracture size, and fluid intensity is embedded in the hybrid model. The hybrid model 

suggests that with 30bbl/ft fluid intensity, the maximum EUR per section can be achieved 

at well spacing around 1,000-1,200ft (Figure 49(a)). This is consistent with the reservoir 

simulation result that the well spacing tighter than 1,500ft is more effective with 30bbl/ft 

in terms of oil recovery per section (Figure 48(b)). With 50bbl/ft, the hybrid model 

indicates the optimum well spacing is around 1,400ft which is close to the reservoir 

simulation results (Figure 48(c)).  

 

 

  

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 48. Fluid intensity sensitivity given 1,500ft well spacing: (a) EUR per well at 

different fluid intensity, (b) pressure map of 30bbl/ft case, and (c) pressure map of 

50bbl/ft case 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 49. EUR per section at different fluid intensity completion: (a) 30bbl/ft and 

(b) 50bbl/ft 
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Field-scale Application 

 

For field-scale application, the hybrid model generates value acreage maps (e.g., 

EUR and NPV10) to prioritize well selection in the area of interest and predict well 

performance in areas where we have not placed a well yet. In order to generate value 

acreage maps, handful of wells were history-matched. Figure 50(a) shows the locations of 

the history-matched wells in the area of interest. The EUR and NPV10 for each well were 

assessed with single-well history matching, discussed in the previous section. Given EUR 

and NPV10 at multiple locations, values were populated over the area of interest. In this 

study, inverse distance weighted average was used to populate values in demonstrating 

the workflow. However, other geostatistical methods such as Kriging can be utilized to 

improve generating the value acreage maps. The area of interest (11km×20km) is meshed 

with 100×100 and value for each cell is calculated by  

 *
n locations

i i

i i

w x
x

w

−

=  , (10) 

where *x  is the unknown value at a location to be determined, 
ix  is known value at ith 

locations, and 
iw  is the weight which is inverse distance, *1/

p

i ixw d= . The variable p  is 

for the power function to account for the decrease in weight with distance.  

Figure 50(b) and Figure 50(c) show populated EUR and NPV10 maps, 

respectively. These maps would be helpful as a screening process if a quick decision needs 

to be made for the field development in this area. For example, if EUR or NPV10 need to 
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be maximized in this area, these maps can help prioritize locations to place wells for future 

development. 

 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 50. Examples of value acreage map (11km×20km): (a) history-matched well 

locations, (b) populated EUR map, and (c) NPV10 map 

 

Another field-scale application of the hybrid model is to predict oil production at 

potential well locations. The ultimate goal of utilizing the hybrid model is to assess well 

performance of incoming well by changing design parameters so that the model can 

suggest the optimum development and completion strategy in the area. Like any kind of 

reservoir simulators, the hybrid model is a forward-simulator and can provide well 

response (i.e., cumulative oil production) as long as input is prepared. The challenge here 

is to obtain unknown parameters in the input. Previously, single-well application showed 

that unknown parameters can be calibrated by history matching if production history data 

is available. However, constraining unknown parameters at locations without the well 

response is not straightforward. In the current study, we use calibrated unknown 

parameters at history-matched well locations and take inverse distance-weighted average 
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to calculate unknown parameters at potential well locations where we want to predict the 

well performance.  

To validate the idea, we conducted a blind test. The purpose of the blind test is to 

demonstrate if the hybrid model can provide a reasonable prediction for the area that we 

do not have wells, specifically for the area that we do not have unknown parameters. 

Figure 51(a) highlights the blind test location with the magenta star. Note that the location 

is encompassed with the adjacent history-matched wells. The known parameters in the 

locations such as initial reservoir conditions, geologic properties and fluid PVT are given. 

The design parameters are extracted from the blind-tested well completion. The unknown 

parameters for this location are interpolated using the history matching results from the 

adjacent wells. Figure 51(b) shows the comparison between production history of the 

blind-test well and predicted oil production by the hybrid model. It is shown that the hybrid 

model closely reproduces the history data. This means that if we can identify unknown 

parameters of any location in the basin from the history matched results of adjacent wells, 

then we have a full control of well performance prediction over the entire basin. Referring 

to Figure 40(c), we can simulate 3000 cases at different completion designs for only 10 

seconds which eventually help us to find the optimum field development strategy with 

great efficiency. Also, this is meaningful in cost saving manner. We spend a lot of 

resources and effort for data acquisition to better predict well performance. However with 

this workflow, we can still predict well performance in the area that we do not have 

sufficient data to make prediction. This is because we can measure the input parameters 

but we can also calibrate the parameters by history matching.  
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The EUR predicted by the hybrid model is about 129bbl/ft. We tried DCA to 

predict EUR as a reference. The predicted EUR by DCA is about 140bbl/ft which is close 

to the hybrid model prediction (Figure 51(c)). However, the critical difference between 

the hybrid model and DCA is that DCA requires production data to fit whereas the hybrid 

model can predict well performance even before the production starts. The blind test 

demonstrates that once we identify unknown parameters at any location using adjacent 

history matching results, and we know how a well is going to be completed, then we can 

predict yearly cumulative oil production. 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 51. Blind test for the hybrid model: (a) location of the blind test well, (b) 

comparison between the history data and the hybrid model prediction, (c) DCA for 

the blind-test well 
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Discussion 

 

With a growing interest in data-driven approach, there have been many efforts to 

apply machine learning models to predict well performance in unconventional reservoirs. 

As Schuetter et al. (2018) well-established, the data-driven modeling is efficiently used to 

predict unconventional reservoir performance and the industry has been adopting it 

especially for the last several years. However, there are critical questions to be addressed 

for a pure data-driven model, a black box model without underlying physics, to be 

genuinely effective. First of all, the data quality needs to be insured. This might not be 

always the case in the oil and gas applications where most of the data is from subsurface 

with inevitable noise and uncertainty. Also, the data used in the training process should be 

representative for application. For example, it is questionable that a machine learning 

model based on well data from 5-10 years ago would be useful to evaluate well 

performance that is recently completed, as the completion practice and well configuration 

have been dramatically changing. This is not an issue of the number of training data points 

and yet a matter of the fact that the training data points should have adequate coverage. 

As Ertekin and Sun (2019) pointed out, the validity of the extrapolation results would 

become diminished, if the input data outranges the training dataset, also observed in other 

subsurface engineering applications (Jo et al., 2020; Santos et al., 2020). In reality, it is 

difficult to obtain a large volume of field data with fairly uniform parameter distributions 

to build a powerful and universal data-driven model. Moreover, a data-driven model needs 
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to honor physics to some extent and be interpretable in a physical way such that users 

other than the developers can utilize.  

The presented hybrid modeling tries to address those challenges while taking 

advantage of efficient computation in the pure data-driven approach. In the hybrid 

modeling, the training data set is generated based on physics-based reservoir simulations. 

The simulation input parameters are sampled using Latin hypercube sampling to cover 

parameter spaces effectively. We tried to maximize the accuracy of the machine learning 

model by exhaustive search of the optimum structure thus the hybrid model can naturally 

capture physical phenomenon, closely reproducing the reservoir simulations. This is 

similar to how Lu et al. (2017) embeds physics in their neural network model. They 

modified the structure of the neural network model to feature physical interaction between 

input and output based on the domain knowledge, improving the accuracy of the neural 

network model.  

The potential improvements in the current hybrid modeling includes the flexibility 

of well constraints. The current model fixes the BHP decline trend. Therefore, the 

applications might be limited to wells without long-term shut-in. In order to have pressure 

and saturation distributions with flexible well constrained and responses (e.g., water cut 

and gas oil ratio), physics-informed machine learning approach can be considered in the 

future, where the lost function in machine learning models combines mean squared error 

and physical constraints from the governing process (Tchelepi and Fuks, 2020). The 

assumption of identical fracture geometry and permeability for parent and child wells can 

be potentially relaxed as the fracture propagation of the child well can be different than 
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that of the parent well due to the stress field change after the reservoir of the parent well 

is depleted (Guo et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Unconventional field development and the pace of operations require new ways of 

modeling well performance beyond traditional tools. Lack of understanding of underlying 

physical mechanisms, limited availability and high cost of inputs required to characterize 

the reservoirs and the speed of the model-based decision support are some of the key 

problems that must be overcome. There are no viable options in current practices in 

unconventional field developments that can serve both fidelity and speed simultaneously.  

Considering limitations in practices, a hybrid model combining physics-based 

reservoir simulations and data-driven machine learning algorithms has been developed for 

unconventional field development. More than 20,000 reservoir simulation cases which 

include both injection and production phases of hydraulically fracture wells were 

generated to train the machine learning algorithms. Among multiple machine learning 

algorithms, the neural network model was found to be a good fit for reflecting underlying 

physics in reservoir simulations. We maximized the neural network model accuracy, R2 

of 0.94 for the model validation, by exhaustive search for the optimum neural network 

structure. The hybrid model, underlying physics-embedded machine learning model, was 

incorporated with history matching algorithm for production forecasting and unknown 
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parameter calibrations. After the model calibration, the hybrid model assessed well 

performance at different design parameters to help find optimum development strategy. It 

was shown that the model captures the interaction between wells including parent-child 

and the impact of completion design and well spacing on oil production. For the field-

scale application, value acreage maps which can help prioritize well selection, were 

generated with multiple history matching results. To show that the hybrid model is 

predictive in the area of interest, the blind test was conducted, demonstrating that 

interpolated unknown parameters from multiple history-matched locations can be used to 

assess potential incoming well performance. The proposed workflow can be extended to 

a larger area with other aspects in unconventional field development such as stacked well 

configuration with multi-well history matching. 

The proposed method is a pragmatic way to achieve speed while still keeping the 

method physically intuitive and interpretable and of high fidelity. On top of that, the 

method seamlessly scales from the well level to the field level and keeps up with the pace 

of operations of the unconventional field development, even in the absence of ubiquitous 

data collected for each well. Therefore, the method maximizes the return on investment 

on data acquisition programs and also reduces CAPEX for new well costs. 

 

 

  



CHAPTER IV  

DETAILED FAULT MODELING AT AZLE AREA AND SITE-SPECIFIC 

SEISMOLOGICAL MODEL TO ASSESS POTENTIAL INDUCED SEISMICITY 

Chapter Summary 

The objective of this study is to investigate the mechanisms of earthquakes 

observed in Azle, North Texas in 2013-2014 using one-way coupled fluid flow and 

goemechanical simulations. The simulation results then were compared with observed 

earthquakes to quantitatively assess potential seismicity in the area, given operating 

conditions of produced water disposal and hydrocarbon production. The detailed fault 

modeling was realized by representing the faults as discontinuous surfaces in the 

geomechanical simulation model and incorporating seismic interpretation of the faults by 

the operator. A wide range of data has been incorporated to build the simulation models 

with geologic features of the area, including formation horizons, fault picks from seismic 

survey by the operator and 72 injectors/producers. The flow model was first calibrated by 

history matching injectors’ bottom-hole pressure, producers’ tubing head pressure and gas 

production rates. The calibrated pressure distributions were updated into the 

geomechanical simulation model to assess fault slips and resulting fault frictional energy. 

We used the alternating conditional expectation (ACE) algorithm to build a correlation 

between the incremental frictional energy and observed earthquakes with the magnitude 

larger than 1.5. The correlation is used to examine potential induced seismicity events 
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given the operating conditions. The calibrated simulation results showed that the pressure 

change in the reservoir did not propagate to the basement, while fault slips propagated to 

the deep basement. This suggests that the poroelastic effect was the driving mechanism of 

the earthquakes in the basement. The ACE algorithm found the maximum correlation 

between the energy and the earthquake frequency and suggested that frequent earthquakes 

are not expected with current operating conditions. This is mainly because the production 

will keep decreasing as the reservoir gets depleted and the disposal well will be managed 

to maintain the injection level low. The presented workflow which integrates large volume 

of field data provides a systematic and robust analysis of earthquake frequency prediction 

to assess and manage potential risks associated with fluid-induced seismicity.  

 

 

Introduction 

 

Anthropogenic fluid activity might induce or trigger earthquakes, changing pore 

pressure and/or stress on faults plane. Although the change in pressure and stress is not 

independent, it is commonly understood that there are two main mechanisms associated 

with such earthquakes (Bao and Eaton, 2016; Ellsworth, 2013; Elsworth et al., 2016; 

Keranen and Weingarten, 2018; McGarr et al., 2002). The first mechanism is the decrease 

in effective (grain) normal stress with pore pressure increase on the fault plane. This is the 

case when pressurized fluid directly interacts with the fault and the effective normal stress 

decreases by Terzhaghi effective stress law. The other mechanism is so called poroealstic 
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effect based on Biot’s theory of linear poroelasticity. The fluid injection or extraction away 

from faults can alter loading conditions on the faults without direct hydrologic connection, 

which can explain seismicity events beyond direct fluid injection or extraction zone 

(Segall, 1989). While the first mechanism has been dominant as the primary mechanism 

to destabilize pre-existing faults due to fluid interaction (Goertz‐Allmann et al., 2011; 

Keranen et al., 2013; Langenbruch et al., 2018; Raleigh et al., 1976), there is a growing 

understanding and investigations of the second mechanisms to bring more insights into 

fluid-induced seismicity (Chang and Segall, 2016a; Chang and Segall, 2016b; Segall et 

al., 1994; Segall and Lu, 2015). 

There has been an increase in seismic event frequency in the Fort Worth Basin 

(FWB) for the last decade which could be linked to anthropogenic fluid activity. The 

frequency of earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 3 escalated about six times since 

2008 (Frohlich et al., 2016). The seismic events in the metropolitan area attracted attention 

because there has been active fluid extraction from the Barnett, a hydrocarbon-rich shale 

formation, and disposal water injection to the Ellenburger, a huge carbonate aquifer below 

the Barnett. There is an existing body of studies to investigate the causal factors of the 

earthquakes and the most draw conclusion that there is possible relationship between the 

disposal water injection and the seismic events. For example, Hornbach et al. (2016) made 

statistical comparisons between wastewater injection, time, subsurface pressure and 

seismicity in FWB, incorporating more than 24,000 monthly injection volume and 

pressure measurements for Ellenburger formation. They showed a correlation with large 

injection volume and seismicity events in space and time, which is consistent with 
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observations in previous seismicity studies associated with wastewater injection in DFW 

(Frohlich, 2012; Frohlich et al., 2016; Gono et al., 2015). Some studies included stress 

components in the analysis. Zhai and Shirzaei (2018) employed coupled linear poroelastic 

model to simulate the spatiotemporal evolution of pore pressure and poroelastic stress. 

They found that the contribution of poroelastic stresses is less (~10%) compared to pore 

pressure in Coulomb failure stress change, a criteria for fault slip. Hennings et al. (2019) 

used updated stress maps from Snee and Zoback (2016) to assess fault-slip potential 

(Walsh et al., 2017) in FWB integrating detailed fault map, well logs, and outcrop 

characterization. Given uncertainty ranges, their analysis shows most faults in FWB are 

highly vulnerable to reactivation subject to injection operations.  

The Azle area, the area of interest in this study, experienced a series of earthquakes 

between late 2013 and early 2014 with the maximum magnitude larger than Mw3. 

Previous two site-specific studies utilized numerical simulations to understand the 

mechanism of the Azle earthquakes incorporating 70 gas producers and two injectors in 

the Barnett and the Ellenburger, respectively. Hornbach et al. (2015) built a single-phase 

flow model and found that with different parameter combinations, it is possible that pore 

pressure at the fault could exceed up to 0.14MPa. They found the pressure increase could 

propagate to the basement through highly conductive fault and lead to sufficient reduction 

in the effective normal stress to reactivate a critically-stressed fault (Reasenberg and 

Simpson, 1992; Stein, 1999). Based on the detailed review of the area and provided data 

by Hornbach et al. (2015), Chen et al. (2020b) investigated the Azle area using coupled 

fluid flow and geomechanical simulations including the entire computational domain, 
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from the overburden to the basement, to investigate actual stress and pressure change in 

the basement. The model was calibrated integrating injectors’ bottom-hole pressure (BHP) 

and earthquake magnitude and showed that sufficient plastic strain can be accumulated in 

the basement compared to the observed earthquakes without direct fluid interaction in the 

basement. The deformation in the basement was mainly owing to the poroelastic effect 

caused by unbalanced loading in the reservoir where injection and production is mainly 

dominant in northwest and southeast across the faults, respectively.  

The motivation of the current study is to revisit the Azle area with detailed fault 

modeling and build a predictive model for seismicity events to assess potential risks 

associated with oil and gas operation conditions. There are mainly two improvements in 

terms of fault modeling compared to the previous study (Chen et al., 2020b). The first 

improvement is the fault geometry. In the previous study, the faults were built as flat 

planes based on single dip and strike data from the literature (Hornbach et al., 2015) and 

earthquake locations (Railroad Commission of Texas, 2015a; Railroad Commission of 

Texas, 2015b). However, the fault geometry for the current study was provided by the 

operator based on the seismic survey. This significantly reduces uncertainties associated 

with fault locations and orientations in the previous studies. Second improvement is the 

representation of the faults in the geomechanical simulation model. In the previous study, 

the faults were represented as grid cells with distinct properties (e.g., low cohesion value), 

compared to other formation cells. The current study represents faults as discontinuous 

surfaces which can explicitly calculate displacement along the fault surface (Jha and 

Juanes, 2014; Rutqvist et al., 2016; Urpi et al., 2016). In order to capture the slip along 
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discontinuous surfaces, we employed CMG-ABAQUS one-way coupling simulations. 

Figure 52 shows the overall workflow. The workflow starts with Petrel to create a detailed 

Azle geologic model including faults, horizons and wells. Next, based on the geologic 

model, we build a flow simulation model and a corresponding geomechanical simulation 

model. When it comes to numerical simulations, our focus is first on the CMG model. We 

calibrate the CMG model by history matching injectors’ and producers’ well responses. 

The calibrated pressure distribution in the CMG model is then updated into the ABAQUS 

model. Given the calibrated pressure, we proceed to ABAQUS simulations and assess slip 

and resulting fault frictional energy, which is correlated with observed seismic events to 

build predictive seismological model. Unlike previous studies where the seismic events 

were correlated with wastewater injection volume, our workflow finds a direct relationship 

between the seismic events and the fault frictional energy from the geomechanical 

simulations. This makes the workflow more robust in the sense that it adds the mechanistic 

component by numerically solving the momentum balance equation over the entire 

simulation model in response to disposal water and hydrocarbon operations. 
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Figure 52. Workflow for one-way CMG-ABAQUS coupling simulation to assess 

fault slip 

 

 

Model Input Data Review 

 

A wide range of data, including injectors, producers, faults, and horizons has been 

integrated to build flow and geomechanical simulation models. Two conjugated Azle 

faults and horizons for each formation, Marble falls, Barnett, Ellenburger and the 

crystalline basement, were provided by the operator. Well information, including location 

and rates, was either from literature and public data base, or was provided by the operator. 

The locations of 70 producers and two injectors are from (Hornbach et al., 2015). Two 

injectors’ rate and tubing-head pressure (THP) data are available in H-10 form in Railroad 

Commission of Texas website (Railroad Commission of Texas, 2019a). The gas and water 

production rates are from public records (Railroad Commission of Texas, 2019b), 

database (Enverus, 2019) and some of producers’ THP are provided by the operator. 

Figure 53(a) shows the well locations, Barnett horizon, faults and simulation model 

coverage (12km12km). Because the provided horizon is only part of the simulation 
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model coverage, the horizon had to be extended. We found that there is not much variation 

of depth, less than 100m, in the provided horizons, thus we simply took the average depth 

of each horizon and assumed that horizons are flat over the simulation domain (Figure 

53(b)). The average depths for formations tops are 1702m, 1800m, 1900m, 3007m, for the 

Marble Falls, the Barnett, the Ellenburger and the basement, respectively and the 

simulation model extended vertically to 8km deep. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 53. Provided formation horizons: (a) horizon and simulation model coverage 

and (b) horizon representation in the models 

 

There are two conjugated faults in the Azle area. The main fault extends from the Barnett 

to the deep basement while the antithetic fault only covers the Barnett and the Ellenburger 

(Hornbach et al., 2015). The operator-provided fault picks, based on the seismic survey, 

were originally rough. Therefore, we had to sufficiently refine the original data to generate 

relatively smooth fault surfaces so that the surfaces can be incorporated in simulation 

models. Figure 54 shows the original faults picks and earthquake locations from the North 
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Texas earthquake catalog study (Quinones et al., 2019). The provided fault surfaces are 

consistent with the earthquake locations. In addition, we can see that the earthquakes 

mainly started from the basement (Figure 54(a)) and also larger earthquakes were recorded 

in the basement (Figure 54(b)). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 54. Azle faults and earthquake locations: (a) earthquake record time and (b) 

moment magnitude 

 

With the provided fault picks, fault surfaces were generated and smoothed in Petrel 

to properly mesh the simulation models. Figure 55 shows the procedure of importing fault 

picks into CMG and ABAQUS simulation models. Meshing CMG model is relatively 

straightforward. Structured gridding in Petrel can be directly transferred to CMG platform 

using RESCUE format. However, meshing ABAQUS model involves multiple steps 

including format conversion in SOLIDWORKS. It requires iteration process because we 

ideally want to preserve the original geometry of the faults in the simulation model while 
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ABAQUS mesh cannot resolve high roughness and complexity of the original faults. 

Therefore, we first sufficiently smooth the faults in Petrel to be incorporated in ABAQUS 

model. Next, we imported the faults in Petrel to CMG model to make sure the fault 

geometry is consistent in both simulation models. The implication of Figure 55 is that any 

fault geometry from field measurements can be incorporated into the flow and 

geomechanical simulation models, capturing detailed features of the faults in the analysis. 

 

 

Figure 55. Procedure of incorporating faults into simulation models 

 

The final main (purple) and antithetic (dark blue) fault configuration for the simulation 

models are shown in Figure 56(a). The median value of dip angle and azimuth for the main 

and antithetic faults are 68°, 310° and 61°, 125°, respectively. The main fault is steeper 

than the antithetic fault. However, the strike direction of those two faults are almost 

parallel except that the main fault is dipping to northwest whereas the antithetic fault is 
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dipping to southeast. This implies that given the median dip azimuth and assuming normal 

faulting stress regime, the most favorable maximum horizontal stress direction for the 

main and antithetic faults to slip (the vertical and the minimum horizontal stress plane) 

would be 40° and 35° from the north to the east, respectively. 

 

 

  
(b) (c) 

  
(a) (d) (e) 

Figure 56. Final faults geometry for simulation models: (a) fault representation in 

Petrel, histogram of (b) the main fault dip angle, (c) the main fault dip azimuth, (d) 

the antithetic fault dip angle, and (e) the antithetic fault dip azimuth in degree 

 

The in-situ stress is critical input as well as the fault configuration in the analysis 

because the stress and the fault plane together determine the fault criticality. In regards to 

principal stress data, Hennings et al. (2019) subdivided the Fort Worth Basin into four 

stress areas of relatively constant stress conditions, mainly the maximum horizontal stress 

direction and relative stress magnitude. According to their analysis, the Azle area belongs 

to the stress area 2. Table 12 lists the initial stresses, maximum horizontal stress direction, 
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pore pressure and associated uncertainty in the stress area 2. The relative principal stress 

magnitude can be quantified with A , which is 

 ( ) ( )
( )

( )
2 3

1 3

0 for normal faulting    

0.5 1 0.5    1 for strike-slip faulting

2 for reverse faulting    

n

n
S S

A n n
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n



=
 − 

= + + − − =   −   =

 (11) 

where 1S , 2S , and 3S  are the maximum, intermediate and minimum principal stress 

magnitude, respectively (Simpson, 1997). From Table 12, the initial setting for the 

simulation models take 26.01MPa/km, 25.55MPa/km, 14.20MPa/km, and 10.65MPa/km 

for the vertical, the maximum and minimum horizontal stresses, and pore pressure, 

respectively.  

 

Table 12. Stress, pressure and fault parameters and their uncertainty for the Azle 

area (after Hennings et al. (2019)) 
Base Value Uncertainty Range 

Shmax 

Azimuth 

(°) 

A  Friction 

coefficient 
Pp 

(psi/ft) 
Sv 

(MPa/km) 
Shmax 

(MPa/km) 
Shmin 

(MPa/km) 

Shmax 

azimuth 
(MPa/km) 

A  

32 1 0.7 0.471 26.01 26.01 14.20 16 0.22 

 

Given the principal stresses, we can project the in-situ stress onto the main fault plane 

using tensor transform (Lee et al., 2012) and see how critically-stressed the fault is. After 

the tensor-transformation, the stress state of each point in the fault plane is represented in 

the dot in Mohr circle diagram. Figure 57(a) shows the 3D Mohr circle diagram and 

coulomb failure envelop, assuming friction coefficient of 0.7, at 3,000m, close to the 

boundary of the Ellenburger and the basement. The color code in the figure indicates the 

horizontal distance between the stress state and the failure enveloped (
'

n ), which is also 
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referred as critical pore pressure, the pore pressure increase required to cause fault slip 

(Chang, 2017; Wiprut and Zoback, 2000). Each point in Figure 57(a) corresponds to stress 

state of discretized main fault plane (Figure 57(b)). The stress projection confirms the 

well-known fact that the Azle faults are critically-stressed (Snee and Zoback, 2016), very 

favorable for the slip, and even some part of the main fault is above the failure envelop. 

The geomechanical simulator corrects such unphysical stress state, allowing initial slips 

for these areas during the equilibrium step. Therefore, the actual initial stress state for the 

geomechanical simulation is realistic, below the failure envelop (Byerlee, 1978). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 57. Initial stress state and fault geometry: (a) Mohr-circle diagram with the 

initial effective stress and the projected stress and (b) initial stress projection onto 

the main fault plane 
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Simulation Models 

 

Flow simulations in this study were performed in CMG IMEX, a black-oil forward 

simulator. The flow simulations provide the calibrated pressure distributions to the 

geomechanical simulations to assess fault slip evolution. The multiphase flow simulator 

discretizes the continuity equation in the finite difference scheme and solve for pressure 

and saturation of phases. Given initial pore pressure, flow properties and operational 

constraints, the simulator computes pressure and saturation distributions as well as local 

well responses, following the mass conservation principle. The continuity equation for the 

fluid flow in porous media is given by 

 ( )
( )ff

o f f f f

f

d
k k p g Q

dt






 
   − = + 

  
, (12) 

where ok  is the intrinsic permeability, g  is the gravitational acceleration, and   is the 

porosity. The subscript f  indicates phase, fk  is the relative permeability, f  is the fluid 

density, and fQ  is the source/sink term for phase f .  

The flow simulation model consists of 736,196 cells (13413441) and contains 

72 wells. Two of them are injectors, perforated in the Ellenburger and the rest of them are 

producers, perforated in the Barnett. The initial pore pressure gradient is 10.65MPa/km 

and the faults in the CMG model are represented by a set of grid cells thus the faults have 

zig-zag configuration in the model (Figure 58(a)). The flow simulation starts from 2005 

and ends in 2020. Table 13 summarizes permeability and porosity of formations as flow 

simulations input based on Chen et al. (2020b). In the Barnett shale, we put high 
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permeability at producers to represent hydraulic fractures. The hydraulic fracture 

penetrates to the bottom of the Barnett, contacting with the Ellenburger in the model 

because the fracturing operation in the thin Barnett formation might put in direct 

communication between the Barnett and the Ellenburger (Nicot, 2009). The hydraulic 

fracture and Ellenburger permeability are part of the history matching parameters and they 

are to be adjusted during model calibration process. 

The geomechanical simulator numerically solves the quasi-static momentum 

balance equation using the finite element discretization scheme. The governing equation 

for the geomechanics is 

 0bg + =σ , (13) 

where σ  is the total stress tensor, and b  is the bulk density. The assumption of the 

infinitesimal transformation allows the strain tensor, ε , to be symmetric gradient of the 

displacement vector, u , as 

 ( )
1

0
2

T=  + =ε u u . (14) 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 58. Flow and geomechanical simulation models: (a) CMG model, (b) 

ABAQUS model, (c) the maximum horizontal stress (intermediate principal stress) 

direction in the ABAQUS model 

 

The geomechanical simulation model has 98,010 grid cells (104,848 nodes) which 

is coarser than the flow simulation model. The pressure distribution in the geomechanical 

model at each time step is updated from the calibrated flow simulation. The faults in the 

ABAQUS model are represented as discontinuous surfaces and the slip along the 

discontinuous surfaces is governed by the Coulomb failure criteria, assuming 0.7 of 

friction coefficient. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for formations are 

summarized in Table 13. The initial effective stresses are 15.36MPa/km, 14.9MPa/km, 

and 3.55MPa/km for the vertical, maximum and minimum horizontal stresses with 32°NE 

(32° from y-axis to x-axis in Figure 58(c)). Figure 58(c) shows the maximum horizontal 

stress direction after the equilibrium step for the initialization. The transformed stress 

input with fixed displacement boundary provides correct horizontal stress direction. It is 

worth noting that though the fault geometry is based on the seismic survey, we allowed 

the fault slip to propagate beyond the original fault picks such that the slip is not 

constrained only in the original fault interpretation. 
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Table 13. Flow and geomechanical properties for simulation input 

Formation 
Permeability 

(md) 
Porosity 

Young’s 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Poisson’s ratio 

Overburden 0.01 0.2 14.4 0.2 

Marble Falls 0.01 0.2 60 0.2 

Barnett 1e-5 0.06 40 0.23 

Ellenburger 5-100 0.055 60 0.2 

Basement 1e-4 0.05 43 0.27 

 

 

Flow Model Calibration 

 

For the CMG model calibration, the wells are constrained by fluid rate. For 

producers, the fluid rate combines water and gas production rates and for injectors, it is 

water injection rate. The gas volume is converted from the surface condition to the 

reservoir condition using tubing head pressure (THP), fluid properties and well 

configuration. The well responses to history-match include injectors’ BHP, producers’ gas 

production. Among 70 producers, THP for 28 wells were available, provided by the 

operator. Using a commercial software PROSPER, wellbore model was built and imported 

to the flow simulation model to include 28 THP well data in the history matching. 

Compared to the previous study, including multiphase flow and THP in the history 

matching is a new feature in the current study.  

The model calibration was performed in CMOST, minimizing errors in injectors’ 

BHP, the operators’ THP, and the cumulative gas production for each producer. The global 

error to minimize is the weighted summation of each error in BHP, THP and cumulative 

gas production, 
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 . .global BHP BHP THP THP Cum Gas Cum GasError w Error w Error w Error= + +  (15) 

where 𝑤 is the weight for each objective function. 

CMOST defines the history match error for a well i  as 

 

( )( )

( )
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, ,1

T i s m
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=
−
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(16) 

where the subscript t  indicates time, ( )NT i  is the total number of measured data points, 

,

s

i tY  is the simulation result, 
,

m

i tY  is the measure results and 
iscale  is the normalization scale 

to avoid the scale effect when different data types are integrated (Computer Modeling 

Group, 2018). 

Before performing history matching, we conducted sensitivity analysis to identify 

heavy hitters, the influential parameters for this particular history matching problem. 

Table 14 lists the parameters and their ranges for the sensitivity analysis. The parameters 

are associated with flow properties of hydraulic fractures, the Barnett, the Ellenburger, the 

faults. The compressibility and permeability anisotropy are also included in the sensitivity 

analysis. The error in the sensitivity analysis was evaluated changing one parameter at-a-

time such that we can see the impact of the parameter change on the misfit while other 

parameters are fixed. Figure 59 shows the sensitivity result in the tornado chart. It is 

identified that the fracture permeability and the permeability anisotropy are the most 

influential parameters. This implies the interaction between water disposal in the 

Ellenburger and hydrocarbon production in the Barnett has a great impact on the flow 
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simulation results. After the sensitivity analysis, the parameters with strong influence on 

the error, from the fracture permeability to the formation compressibility, are kept and less 

influential parameters are discarded for the model calibration. 

 

Table 14. Sensitivity analysis parameters 
Category History Matching Parameters Low Base High 

Hydraulic Fractures Permeability (md) 0.01 0.2 1 

Barnett 

Water saturation 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Porosity 0.055 0.06 0.065 

Permeability (md) 1E-4 1E-5 1E-6 

Ellenburger 
Porosity 0.05 0.055 0.06 

Permeability (md) 5 30 100 

Fault Permeability (md) 1E-6 1E-5 1E-2 

Formations 
Permeability anisotropy (Kv/Kh) 0.01 0.1 0.2 

Compressibility (KPa-1) 1.5E-7 2.6E-7 4E-7 

 

 

Figure 59. Tornado chart for sensitivity analysis results 

 

In order to history-match the well responses, we simulated 1,000 cases using an 

evolutionary algorithm to minimize the misfit between the history data and the simulation 

results. Figure 60(a) shows that the evolutionary algorithm gradually reduces the global 
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error as it runs more simulations. The models with less global misfits are selected as 

updated models to show the improvement from the base model, the initial model that we 

started from. The optimal case is the model with the least global misfit among 1,000 

simulations. Several wells are sampled to check the history matching quality of the 

injectors’ BHP (Figure 60(b)-(c)), producers’ cumulative gas production (Figure 60(d)-

(f)) and THP (Figure 60(g)-(i)). Figure 60(b)-(c) show that the optimal case closely 

reproduces the history BHP of both injectors. The updated models also follows the trend 

of the BHP history. Figure 60(d)-(f) shows good agreement in cumulative gas production 

between the history data and the updated models. Compared to the BHP and the gas 

production, THP shows relatively larger variation. However, the overall trends from the 

updated models are also in good agreement with the history data. Therefore, it is found 

that the satisfactory quality of history matching results were achieved. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 60. History matching results from sampled wells: (a) global misfit with 

number of simulations, bottom-hole pressure of (b) injector #1 (c) injector #2, gas 

cumulative production in surface condition of (d) producer #2, (e) producer #21, (f) 

producer #52, tubing head pressure of (g) producer #17 (h) producer #21 and (i) 

producer #44 

 

The improvement also can be seen in history matching parameter distributions. Figure 61 

shows history matching parameter ranges before and after the model calibration. Before 

the model calibration, the parameters were almost uniformly distributed and the 

distribution ranges have significantly reduced after the calibration. Especially, Ellenburger 

permeability, permeability anisotropy, Barnett water saturation, and fracture permeability 

show significant reduction in the distribution range. The calibrated low Barnett water 
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saturation implies that in order to reproduce history gas production rate, the Barnett has to 

be highly gas-saturated. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 61. History matching parameter distributions: (a) prior and (b) posterior 

 

After the flow model calibration, we took the calibrated pressure distributions and 

updated the pressure in the geomechanical simulation model. The ABAQUS then 

computes stress change due to the pressure disturbance in response to the injection and the 

production and assesses subsequent fault slip and fault frictional energy.  

 

 

Geomechanical Simulation Results 

 

In the proposed workflow, the pressure change from the CMG model is reflected 

in the stress field change and fault slip in the ABAQUS model. Therefore, it is crucial to 

accurately update pressure from the CMG model to the ABAQUS model. However, the 

pressure value coordinates in the CMG model and the ABAQUS are not identical due to 

different mesh resolution and discretization scheme. Therefore, we utilized the inbuilt 
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interpolation function, griddata in Matlab, to transfer pressure information from the CMG 

model to the ABAQUS model. The interpolation function estimates pressure value at 

ABAQUS nodes, given pressure values at CMG cell center and cell center coordinates in 

3D space. Figure 62 shows pressure map comparison at different times between CMG and 

ABAQUS with the base case. Even though the small difference might come from different 

resolution and value coordinates between two simulation domains, pressure maps from 

CMG and ABAQUS show consistency. 

 

     
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

     
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 

Figure 62. Pressure distribution comparison between the CMG (a)-(e) and the 

ABAQUS (f)-(i) at different times. Columns from left to right indicate 2010, 2013, 

2015, 2018, and 2020, respectively 

 

Figure 63 shows the ABAQUS simulation results after the calibrated pressure data 

has been updated. Figure 63(a) and Figure 63(b) show field-wise water injection and fluid 

production, respectively. The vertical lines in the figures indicate times at 2008, right 

before the water injection, 2009, right after the water injection, 2014, the time when 

earthquakes were observed, and 2018. Figure 63(c) shows the fault slip evolution from the 
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first time step along the red line in Figure 63(e). Before the water injection, the slip mainly 

occurs in the reservoir and after the injection, the slip starts propagating down to the 

basement. In 2014, we observe a larger slip in the basement and the slip propagates further 

down, even -6km deep and the below, yet there is no significant difference after 2014. 

Figure 63(d) shows pressure change from the first time step along the red line in Figure 

63(e). Owing to the hydrocarbon production, the Barnett experiences depletion at an early 

time while the Ellenburger shows slight pressure increase at a later time due to the water 

injection. Figure 63(e)-(h) show slip magnitude along the entire main fault at different 

times. An interesting observation is that we do not see any pressure change in the basement 

while we do see fault slip in the basement. This is consistent with previous study’s 

conclusion that the poroelastic effect resulted from the unbalance loading across the faults 

appears to be the primary mechanism of the Azle earthquake in the deep crystalline 

basement (Chen et al., 2020b). 
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(a) 

 
(b) (c) (d) 

    
(e) (f) (g) (h) 

Figure 63. Field-wise fluid injection/production and subsequent ABAQUS 

simulation results: (a) field water injection, (b) field fluid production, (c) fault slip 

evolution from the initial state, (d) pressure change from the initial state, (e) fault 

slip magnitude in 2009, (f) fault slip magnitude in 2010, (g) fault slip magnitude in 

2014, and (h) fault slip magnitude in 2018 

 

Given the slip magnitude, fault contact area and shear stresses on the fault surfaces, 

we can calculate the frictional energy generated from the fault slip as 

 
1

n

i i i

i

cshear cnarea cslip
=

  , (17) 

where n  is the number of node on the fault plane, cshear  is the shear stress on the fault 

surface, cnarea  is the contact area, and cslip  is the fault slip. Note that shear stress and 
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slip are vector that we have two components on the fault surface, indicated by the subscript 

i . The calculated frictional energy is then compared with the energy converted from the 

observed earthquakes. We estimated the radiated energy from the moment magnitude of 

the observed earthquakes using  

 
2

log 3.2
3

w sM E= − , (18) 

where wM  is the moment magnitude and sE  is the radiated energy (Kanamori, 1977). 

We compared the cumulative fault frictional energy and radiated energy from the 

observed earthquakes. Note that the energy profiles in Figure 64(a) are in different scale. 

The radiated energy from the earthquakes is about only 1% of the cumulative frictional 

energy. However, in regards to the energy profile shape, the cumulative energy already 

flattens out around 2014 when the sharp surge in the radiated energy was observed. We 

then broke down the energy into formations and looked at the incremental frictional 

energy. Figure 64(b) shows the incremental fault frictional energy at different formation 

and histogram of the earthquakes with magnitude larger than 1.5. The incremental energy 

profiles from the basement and the Ellenburger show distinctive features in the magnitude 

and the timing. About 90% of the entire fault frictional energy is attributed to the basement 

which is consistent with the observation that larger earthquakes occurred in the basement. 

We can see that there is the time gap between the Ellenburger and the basement in terms 

of the peak incremental energy and the basement shows more slip at the later time, 

especially around 2014 when the earthquakes were reported, compared to the Ellenburger. 

However, this is still very little energy from the basement to correlate with observed 
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earthquake frequency. Hence, we investigated the sensitivity of the incremental energy 

profile so that the incremental energy can be better correlated with the observed 

earthquake events. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 64. Energy profiles from the ABAQUS model and earthquakes: (a) 

comparison between cumulative fault frictional energy from the ABAQUS model 

and radiated energy from earthquakes, (b) incremental fault frictional energy in 

formations and earthquake frequency with magnitude larger than 1.5 

 

 

Sensitivity Study of Energy Profile 

Stress Gradient and Direction in Geomechanical Simulation Model 

 

Based on the parameter uncertainties in Table 12, we generated four simulation 

cases with different parameter combinations as summarized in Table 15. Compared to the 

base case, Case 1 is assigned with larger maximum horizontal stress, Case 2 is assigned 

with smaller maximum horizontal stress and Case 3 is assigned with larger minimum 

horizontal stress. For Case 4, the maximum horizontal stress direction is changed from 

32° to 48° NE.  
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Table 15. Simulation cases for geomechanical parameter sensitivity 

Simulation 

Case 

Sv 

(MPa/km) 

Shmax 

(MPa/km) 

Shmin 

(MPa/km) 
A  

Shmax 

azimuth 

(°) 

Base Case 26.01 25.6 14.2 0.96 32 

Case 1 26.01 28.5 14.2 1.2 32 

Case 2 26.01 23.5 14.2 0.78 32 

Case 3 26.01 25.6 16.0 0.96 32 

Case 4 26.01 25.6 14.2 0.96 48 

 

Figure 65 shows the results of geomechanical parameter sensitivity with the 

magenta vertical line indicating 2014 when the majority of earthquake occurred. Case 2 

(smaller maximum horizontal stress) and Case 4 (maximum horizontal stress direction of 

48° NE) show larger cumulative fault frictional energy compared to the base case while 

Case 1 (larger maximum horizontal stress) and Case 3 (larger minimum horizontal stress) 

show less frictional energy (Figure 65(a)). Figure 65(b) shows the incremental frictional 

energy from the geomechanical parameter sensitivity. The different geomechanical 

parameters have an impact on the magnitude of the frictional energy and yet the 

parameters did not change the general trend of the energy, especially for the peak 

incremental energy timing. Therefore, we investigated the sensitivity of flow simulation 

setting on the energy profile to examine its impact on the peak energy timing.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 65. Frictional energy in basement comparison between different 

geomechanical parameters: (a) cumulative fault frictional energy (b) incremental 

fault frictional energy 

 

 

Extended Fault Geometry in Flow Simulation Model 

 

After we found that stress magnitude and direction do not change the peak 

incremental energy timing, we revisited the flow simulation model. Figure 66 shows the 

calibrated pressure maps at the Ellenburger bottom at different times. The two injectors 

are in the northwest side of the model and 70 producers are distributed over the simulation 

domain and yet most of them are concentrated in southeast side of the model. We found 

that the southeast part, where production is dominant, is also pressurized around 2012 

(Figure 66(d)). This implies that pressure increase from the injectors propagates to the 

other side of the fault in 2012. Knowing that the driving mechanism for the earthquakes 

in the basement is pressure imbalance across the faults from the previous study (Chen et 

al., 2020b), we extended the faults in the CMG model, expecting that larger faults with 
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low permeability act like flow barriers that the pressure communication across the faults 

would be delayed. 

 

 

   
(b) (c) (d) 

   
(a) (e) (f) (g) 

Figure 66. Pressure maps at different times: from (a) 2009 to (g) 2015 

 

Figure 67 shows the original and extended fault geometry in the CMG model and 

corresponding pressure maps at different times. The blue parts in Figure 67(a)-(b) are 

faults cells in the CMG model. With the updated fault configuration, we history matched 

the CMG model again. Even though the extended fault does not completely separate two 

sides of the faults, the CMG model with the extended faults magnifies the pressure 

difference across the faults (Figure 67(g)-(j)) compared to the original CMG model 

(Figure 67(c)-(f)).  
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(a) (b) 

    
(c) (d) (e) (f) 

    
(g) (h) (i) (j) 

Figure 67. Faults configuration in the CMG model and pressure maps from 2009-

2014: (a)the original faults, (b)the extended faults, (c)-(f) pressure maps with the 

original faults and (g)-(j) pressure maps with the extended faults in the CMG model 

 

Such difference in pressure distribution has an impact on the fault slip. Figure 68 

shows the fault slip incremental at different times from 2009 to 2014. After the water 

injection, the slip starts propagating to the basement (Figure 68 (b)) and the slip 

incremental keeps increasing until 2012. Compared to the previous cases, Figure 68 shows 

a larger slip even after 2012. Another observation is that the peak slip incremental is now 

2012 as opposed to 2010 in the previous cases. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 68. Fault slip incremental of the large fault case at different times: (a) 2009, 

(b) 2010, (c) 2011, (d) 2012, (e) 2013, and (f) 2014 

 

Given the fault slips with the extended faults in the CMG model, we calculated the 

fault frictional energy and compared with the small fault case, which is the original case. 

The different trend in the energy file is now seen. Figure 69(a) shows the cumulative 

frictional energy profiles. With the extended faults, the cumulative frictional energy keeps 

increasing even after 2014. When we look at the incremental frictional energy (Figure 69 

(b)), the peak incremental energy is around 2012 as opposed to 2010 in the original case. 

The onset of the fault slip in both cases is around 2009-2010, related to the water injection, 

and yet the extended fault case produces the peak fault slip in 2012 and large slip even 

after 2014. This rationalizes employing the energy profile from the extended fault case to 

better correlate with the observed earthquake events compared to the original case. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 69. Frictional energy in basement comparison between the extended fault 

case and the original fault case: (a) cumulative fault frictional energy (b) 

incremental fault frictional energy 

 

 

Boundary Effect in Flow Simulation Model 

 

Lastly, we investigated the sensitivity of the boundary effect in the flow model. 

The previously presented flow models have closed boundary, no flux from and to the 

model outer boundary. The flow model size was designed to be comparably large enough 

(12km ×12km in i and j direction) to previous the Azle area studies (Chen et al., 2020b; 

Hornbach et al., 2015). However, the flow models, especially with the large fault 

geometry, show that the pressure disturbance from the wells can reach the model boundary 

with large pressure difference. In reality, the disturbance might not be limited to the flow 

model boundary. Hence, we investigated the impact of the flow model boundary, which 

eventually affects the overall pressure distribution in the model. Instead of building new 

flow model with larger size, we imposed a constant pressure at the outer boundary. In 

order to impose constant pressure at the model boundary, we assigned high pore-volume 
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multiplier (10,000) to the boundary cells. The high pore-volume cells in the boundary 

make the reservoir under infinite pressure support from the boundary. For example, if the 

reservoir is pressurized, the boundary cells absorb outflow from the reservoir and if the 

reservoir is depleted, there is influx from the boundary to the reservoir. With high pore-

volume cells incorporated in the CMG model, we history matched the model again and 

compared the resulting pressure maps. Figure 70(a) shows pressure map with high pore-

volume cells at the boundary. Figure 70(b)-(c) show the pressure maps in 2011 from closed 

boundary and open boundary, respectively. Compared to the closed boundary, the pressure 

disturbance in the open boundary case is mainly observed at the center of the model, not 

the vicinity of the boundary. Note that both cases have the large fault configuration in the 

simulation models.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 70. Imposing constant pressure boundary in the flow model and pressure 

map comparison: (a) High pore-volume cells in the boundary highlighted by blue 

dashed line, (b) pressure map with closed boundary model in 2011, and (c) pressure 

map with open boundary model in 2011 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 71. Pressure profile along the black arrow in Figure 70 at different times: 

(a) 2011, (b) 2012, (c) 2013, and (d) 2014 

 

To compare the pressure difference in detail, we took the pressure profile along 

the black arrow in Figure 70(a) and visualized at different times. Figure 71 shows the 

pressure profile and confirms that pressure disturbance is maximum at the center, near the 

fault, and diminishes, approaching the boundary in open boundary case. Also, the pressure 

difference across the fault amplifies with time in the closed boundary case while the 

pressure difference does not significantly change in the open boundary case.  

The less pressure difference across the faults is reflected in the fault slip in the 

ABAQUS model. Figure 72 shows the fault slip incremental with the pressure updated 

from the open boundary case. Compared to Figure 68, the open boundary case shows 
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smaller fault slip incremental in general. Also, the most slip occurs in 2010-2011 and after 

that the slip incremental decreases whereas with the closed boundary case, the peak slip 

incremental is around 2012. 

 

     
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 72. Fault slip incremental of the open boundary case at different times: (a) 

2010, (b) 2011, (c) 2012, (d) 2013, and (e) 2014 

 

Figure 73 shows the comparison in the energy profile of different flow boundary 

conditions. The incremental energy profile in the open boundary case shows a similar 

trend with that in the small fault case: peak in 2010 and small energy around 2014. 

Therefore, we selected the energy profile in the closed boundary with the extended fault 

configuration model to build a correlation with the observed earthquakes. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 73. Frictional energy in basement comparison between the open boundary 

case and closed boundary case: (a) cumulative fault frictional energy (b) 

incremental fault frictional energy 
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Site-specific Empirical Seismological Model 

 

The objective of building a seismological model is to have predictive capability of 

induced earthquakes, given operational conditions. Lele et al. (2015); Lele et al. (2016) 

built an empirical seismological model to forecast production-induced seismicity in 

Groningen gas field, Netherland. They correlated the frictional energy from the 

geomechanical simulation model and the observed earthquakes to predict the number of 

earthquakes. Similarly, we built the Azle-specific seismological model based on observed 

earthquakes near the Azle area and the fault frictional energy from the ABAQUS model 

to assess potential fluid-induced seismic events 

We correlated the incremental fault frictional energy from the closed-boundary 

flow simulation model and the observed earthquake frequency with the magnitude larger 

than 1.5. Given the same time, we put the incremental frictional energy in x-axis and the 

observed earthquake events in y-axis. Then, regression models were built using 

polynomials and exponential function (Figure 74). Table 16 summarizes their equations 

for parametric regression forms. It appears that 3rd order polynomial and exponential 

function are relatively good fit for this particular case. However, as shown in Figure 74, 

the correlation highly depends on the parametric regression forms. Moreover, the best fit 

should be case-dependent. In other words, we need to try multiple regression forms to find 

the best fit in different cases which is not robust and easy to be generalized. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 74. Correlation between frictional dissipation energy from the ABAQUS 

model and observed earthquake events: (a) linear form, (b) second-order 

polynomial, (c) third-order polynomial, and (d) exponential forms 

 

Table 16. Equations for polynomials and exponential regression between the 

incremental energy and earthquake events 
Regression type Equations 

Linear 11
1.294 10 6.765y x

−
=  −  

Second-order 

polynomial 
23 2 11 1

4.257 10 5.326 10 1.639 10y x x
− −

=  −  +   

Second-order 

polynomial 
34 3 22 2 10 1

1.467 10 2.889 10 1.794 10 3.336 10y x x x
− − −

=  −  +  −   

Exponential ( )3 12
3.058 10 exp 7.306 10y x

− −
=    

 

Another issue is that there is a possibility of the predicted earthquakes from 

regression forms showing unphysical behavior. For example, Figure 75 shows the 

predicted earthquakes using polynomials and exponential function. The predicted 

earthquakes using 2nd order polynomial shows an increase in the earthquake events after 

2015. This is because the correlation using 2nd order polynomial shows a concave-up trend 

in Figure 74(b), giving higher earthquake frequency with the incremental energy less than 

6×1011. This is unphysical in the sense that it is unrealistic to expect frequent earthquakes 

while the energy profile from the ABAQUS models shows monotonic decrease after 2015.  
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 75. Predicted earthquake frequency using the correlations: (a) linear, (b) 

second-order polynomial, (c) third-order polynomial, and (d) exponential forms 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 76. Application of ACE algorithm to the frictional energy from ABAQUS 

model and the earthquake events: (a) transformation of the incremental frictional 

energy, (b) transformation of the earthquake frequency, (c) the maximum 

correlation between the transformed energy and the earthquake frequency, (d) 

predicted earthquake frequency using the correlation 
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Therefore, we tried non-parametric regression using Alternating Conditional 

Expectation (ACE) algorithm (Breiman and Friedman, 1985; Mishra and Datta-Gupta, 

2017). The ACE algorithm automatically finds the optimum transformation of variables 

such that the correlation between transformed variables is maximized (See (Xue et al., 

1997) for the detailed implementation). Using the algorithm, we found the optimum 

transformation of the incremental energy (Figure 76(a)) and earthquake frequency (Figure 

76(b)) and we obtained the maximum correlation between two transformed variables 

(Figure 76(c)). The equation forms for the optimum transformation and the correlation is 

summarized in Table 17 and R2 in Figure 76(a)-(c) are 0.99, 0.99, and 0.61, respectively. 

Figure 76(d) shows the predicted earthquake frequency with the correlation. The non-

parametric regression predicts a monotonic decrease in the earthquake frequency, which 

is consistent with the incremental energy profile from the ABAQUS model. The advantage 

of the non-parametric regression is that we can use it generally regardless of the data type 

and format. Also, we do not need to assume any functional forms for the regression thus, 

there is no need for trying multiple functional forms to find the best fit between data sets.  

 

Table 17. Optimum transformation and the correlation equations 
Transformation / Correlation Equation Forms 

Energy Transformed 
36 3 23 2 12

7.15 10 1.07 10 5.52 10 1.66
tr og og og

E E E E
− − −

=  −   −+  

Frequency Transformed ( ) ( )
22 1

3.92 10 ln 8.99 10 ln 0.7123
tr og og

f f f
− −

=  −  −  

Maximum Correlation 
34 3 22 2 10 1

1.467 10 2.889 10 1.794 10 3.336 10y x x x
− − −

=  −  +  −   
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 77. Rate-maintained operating condition and results comparison with the 

original operation: (a) field-wise water injection, (b) field-wise fluid (water+gas) 

production, (c) incremental frictional energy profile comparison, and (d) predicted 

earthquake frequency comparison 

 

Lastly, we investigated what-if scenario to demonstrate how the empirical 

seismological model can be applied to different operation conditions to assess potential 

seismicity. Taking suggestions of the operator, we maintained production and injection 

rates after 2016 and see how this operational change makes a difference in the predicted 

earthquake frequency. Figure 77(a) and Figure 77(b) show field-wide water injection and 

fluid production, respectively. The field-wide production slightly decreases after 2016 

because the reservoir loses its energy with time and cannot support the same level of 

production. We simulated the history matched CMG model with the maintained rates after 
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2016 and the pressure was then updated to the ABAQUS model to assess the incremental 

fault frictional energy. With the maintained rates, the incremental frictional energy slightly 

increased around 2018-2020 (Figure 77(c)). Such increase in the energy has an impact on 

the predicted earthquake frequency. However, though the maintained rates case showed 

higher earthquake frequency predicted (Figure 77(d)), the impact was relatively small. 

With this exercise, it appears that frequent earthquakes are unexpected with current 

operation condition. This is mainly because first, the production will keep decreasing as 

the reservoir gets depleted. Second, the operator might not increase the injection level as 

high as 2010-2012 level ever again. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

Many studies find the reason of fluid-induced seismicity, graphically analyzing 

shear failure and slip of rock volume or specific weak planes with Mohr circles and 

Coulomb failure line. However, does the shear failure or slip always accompany with 

seismicity? A field test in south France showed that it is not always the case. Guglielmi et 

al. (2015) injected fluid underground near faults in south France and measured resulting 

fault slip and seismicity. The fault slip in their experiment was in response to increasing 

fluid pressure along the fault plane and they found that most of the fault slip was aseismic 

slip, the fault slip that does not produce associated seismicity. Similar observation is made 

in this study. For example, Figure 64(a) shows the cumulative fault frictional energy is 
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about 100 times larger than the radiated energy which is converted from observed 

earthquake magnitude, indicating that only very small portion of the slip is possibly 

released in the Azle area in terms of induced seismicity. However, this ratio cannot be 

easily generalized. Hence, we built an empirical seismological model using the observed 

earthquakes and the energy from the ABAQUS model for the Azle area specifically.  

We could have utilized the cumulative, not incremental, frictional energy from the 

ABAQUS model and the radiated energy from the earthquakes to find the correlation. For 

example, based on Figure 64(a), we might expect only 1% of the cumulative energy from 

the ABAQUS model to be released as earthquakes. However, this approach cannot tell 

whether the radiated energy is going to be one large earthquake event or smaller multiple 

events. Since our interest was in assessing the number of relatively large earthquake events 

(the magnitude larger than 1.5 in this study), which possibly can be felt and damage 

properties on surface, we took the incremental fault frictional energy and the observed 

earthquake events to predict the frequency of large earthquakes.  

The incremental energy profiles of all the presented cases in this study show a time 

gap between the peak earthquake events and the peak energy profile. We do not know at 

this moment that the incremental energy peak should or may not be aligned with the peak 

of the observed earthquake frequency. However, the consistent observation in all the cases 

is that the peak of the energy profile is before 2014, when the peak earthquake events is, 

and the energy monotonically decreases after 2014. This results in the prediction of 

infrequent earthquake events regardless of the disagreement of the peak timing. For 
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example, Figure 78 shows the incremental energy profiles from the open boundary case 

with the time shift of 1-4 years and the histogram of earthquake frequency is fixed. 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 78. Incremental energy profile from the open boundary case with time shift 

and histogram of earthquake frequency: (a) 1-year, (b) 2-year, (c) 3-year, and (d) 4-

year time shift 

 

With the shifted profiles, we applied the ACE algorithm and quantified the 

correlations. Figure 79(a) shows the R2 of each correlation and 3-year time shift scores the 

highest R2. We compared the prediction of earthquake frequency with the original model, 

no time shift case, and 3-year time shift model, the correlation with the highest R2. Only 

a small difference was observed in the comparison after 2017 and it is hard to tell the 

difference is meaningful (Figure 79(b)). The implication of this exercise is we can expect 

that as long as the energy profiles show similar trends, where the peak is before 2014 

followed by monotonic decrease, the predicted earthquakes would be only few and we 

observe such trends from all the ABAQUS simulation cases presented in this study. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 79. The correlation results with the time shift: (a) R2 with time shift of 0-4 

years and (b) prediction results with 3-year time-shifted correlation 

 

One of the potential improvements of the current work is to utilize dynamic friction 

coefficient. The static friction coefficient of 0.7 is assumed for the entire fault surfaces 

throughout this study based on (Hennings et al., 2019). However, as Scholz (1998) well 

summarized, it is understood that the friction coefficient could be dynamic and is rate- and 

state- dependent (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983) along with the loading time (Dieterich, 

1978) and temperature (Stesky et al., 1974). Such slip-weakening or -hardening friction 

coefficients described by the empirical and heuristic model are not included in this study. 

Though current rate- and state- constitutive laws for rock friction is in a favor of aseismic 

slip (Bao and Eaton, 2016), incorporating the dynamic friction coefficient as well as 

heterogeneous slip (Ye and Ghassemi, 2020) with complex failure modes (Ferrill et al., 

2017; Ferrill et al., 2020) would be helpful to provide more insights to understand and 

assess the fluid-induced earthquakes like Azle earthquakes. 
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Conclusion 

 

Fluid injection and/or withdrawal to/from the subsurface inevitably results in the 

alteration of stress state in the reservoir. Possibly, such change in the stress condition 

unintentionally leads to reactivation of the existing faults, even away from the reservoir, 

followed by large earthquakes which are potentially felt in the surface and damage 

properties. Therefore, rigorous analysis is required to manage and assess risks associated 

with fluid injection and extraction activities near faults.  

We revisited the earthquakes near the Azle area, where hydrocarbon production 

and produced water disposal occur simultaneously, with detailed fault modeling. While 

the previous Azle earthquakes studies investigated causal factors and the mechanisms of 

the earthquakes, the objective of the presented study is to quantitatively assess potential 

induced seismicity using fluid flow and geomechanical coupling simulations. The detailed 

fault modeling was realized by representing the faults as discontinuous surfaces in the 

geomechanical simulation model and incorporating seismic interpretation of the faults by 

the operator. We first calibrated the flow simulation model using injectors’ BHP, 

producers’ THP and gas production. An evolutionary algorithm gradually decreased the 

history matching misfits and generated a satisfactory quality of history-matched results. 

The calibrated pressure was then updated to the geomechanical simulation model to 

evaluate mechanistic behavior of the faults after the initial shear failure, including the fault 

slip and the fault frictional energy. Since the fault slip is a sufficient condition for induced 

earthquakes (i.e., not all fault slips are co-seismic), we compared the fault frictional energy 
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from the geomechanical simulation model with the released energy from the observed 

earthquakes to build an empirical seismological model for the Azle area. The non-

parametric ACE algorithm maximized the correlation between the fault frictional energy 

and the observed earthquake frequency. It was found that frequent earthquakes with the 

magnitude larger than 1.5 are unexpected with the current operational condition mainly 

because the production will keep decreasing as the reservoir gets depleted and the disposal 

level will be managed to be low.  

The present workflow which integrates a large volume of field data provides 

systematic and robust analysis of fluid-induced earthquake prediction, which is essential 

to assess and manage potential seismicity risk associated with the fluid 

production/injection activity. 
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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Summary and Conclusion 

 

In this dissertation, we utilized coupled fluid flow and geomechanical modeling to 

optimize unconventional field development and to quantitatively assess fluid-induced 

seismicity. In order to capture complex dynamics in unconventional reservoirs, physics-

based reservoir simulations are necessary. However, the number of newly drilled and 

completed wells far outpaces the number of wells that can be analyzed with reservoir 

simulations which require extensive resources and manpower. To bridge the gap, we 

introduce proxy or surrogate models for full-physics reservoir simulations for fast and 

scaleable applications with underlying physics to find the optimum unconventional field 

development. Oil and gas activities alter stress and pressure field in subsurface due to 

hydrocarbon production and produced water disposal. The disturbance can possibly lead 

to the reactivation of existing faults causing unintended earthquakes which can damage 

properties in surface. It is important to have the capability to rigorously assess and manage 

risks associated with fluid-induced seismicity with detailed geological features and robust 

numerical simulations. 

In Chapter Ⅱ, we have proposed an empirical model for fracture 

compaction/dilation and the model was verified using ABAQUS, a fully coupled fluid 

flow and geomechanical simulator. The model relies on physical parameters to represent 
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fracture permeability and porosity modification as function of pressure. In the simulation 

workflow, the fracture geometry and property are inferred from the injection phase 

modeling using finite difference simulation and it seamlessly transitions to FMM-based 

simulation for the following production phase modeling. We successfully applied the 

proposed method to a field case for rapid history matching and completion design 

sensitivity.  

In Chapter Ⅲ, we have developed a hybrid model for unconventional field 

development, combining physics-based reservoir simulations and data-driven machine 

learning algorithms. The reservoir simulations consist of injection and production phases 

so that we can capture the impact of completion designs, child well spacing and timing on 

the well performance. We tried to find the optimum structure of neural network model and 

achieved high accuracy (R2 = 0.94) with orders of magnitude faster computation compared 

to the reservoir simulation. By incorporating history matching algorithm, the hybrid model 

applications smoothly scale from the well level to the field level for the optimum field 

development strategy, capturing well interaction including parent and child wells. 

In Chapter Ⅳ, we incorporated horizons and faults provided by the operator into 

flow (CMG) and geomechanical (ABAQUS) simulation models for detailed fault 

modeling. We first calibrated the CMG model using injector’s BHP, producers’ THP and 

gas production. The calibrated pressure is updated to the ABAQUS model to assess fault 

slip and we compare the fault frictional energy with observed earthquakes. We looked at 

the sensitivity of the extended faults in the CMG model. The extended faults act like a 

flow barrier which delays the flow communication across the faults, resulting the delay of 
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the incremental energy peak. Lastly, we built an empirical seismological model using ACE 

algorithm and the seismological model suggests very low frequency of the earthquakes 

after 2015, given the operational conditions.  

 

 

Recommendations 

 

The followings are potential improvements from the proposed workflows in this 

dissertation. 

1. The current injection phase modeling using pressure-dependent fracture 

properties cannot account for the effect of pressure depletion in fracture 

propagation (e.g. the change of maximum horizontal stress direction and the 

increase in stress anisotropy impacting fracture propagation). To incorporate 

these aspects, the proposed method should benchmark such cases with 

rigorously coupled fluid flow and geomechanical simulations.  

2. The hydraulic fractures are demonstrated in tartan gridding throughout the 

dissertation. To add more flexibility in fracture geometry, unstructured grid 

and embedded discrete fracture model (EDFM) can be considered for future 

development to potentially account for complex geometry, interacting with 

existing natural fractures.  

3. There is more information becoming available from unconventional reservoirs. 

With the advent of fiber optic sensors, distributed temperature sensing (DTS) 
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and distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) allow us to obtain temperature and 

deformation distributions around a completed well. Utilizing DTS and DAS 

would help better characterize hydraulic fractures and assess hydraulically 

fractured shale well performance.  

4. The friction coefficient in Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is set to be a 

constant in this study. There is evidence in the literature that the friction 

coefficient can be a dynamic value depending on state or slip-rate. In the future 

study, it would be interesting to see the impact of dynamic friction coefficient 

on the fault frictional energy. 
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APPENDIX A 

BARTON-BANDIS MODEL MODIFICATION 

 

The original paper (Barton et al., 1985) describes the decrease in the fracture 

permeability as the fracture closes under the normal stress. The present study modified the 

original equation such that the fracture permeability reduction follows multiple paths 

which is more applicable to hydraulic fractures with proppant embedded. The following 

derivation tries to honor the original notation as much as possible.  

The joint closure model based on the large body of experimental data is introduced 

as follows (Equation 6 in the original paper), 

 
'
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j
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a b V



=

− 
, (19) 

where 
'

n  is the effective normal stress, and jV  is the fracture closure under effective 

normal stress, and a  and b  are constants. The inverse of a  is equal to the normal fracture 

stiffness, nK , and /a b  is the maximum possible fracture closure, mV . If the above 

equation is rearranged in terms of the joint closure, now we have  
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The original paper mentions that changes of the mechanical aperture, jV , can be coupled 

with fracture conductivity using Equation 4, 5, and 7 in the original paper which are  
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 ( )
0.5

12e k= , (21) 

 ( )
22.5 / /w JRC E w m= , (22) 

 0E E E= − , (23) 

respectively. In the equations, k  is the conductivity in units of length squared 

(=permeability), e  is the conducting aperture, E  is the mechanical aperture, 0E  is the 

initial aperture and JRC  is the joint roughness coefficient. Note that E  is equivalent to 

jV  in Equation (20) and Equation (21) is simply the cubic law. Equation (22) is the 

empirical correlation based on the observation from the Fig 4 in the original paper and it 

is only valid for E e . Combining Equation (21) and (22), the permeability can be written 

in terms of the aperture as follows 
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and given the initial aperture, the initial permeability can be written as  
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Canceling out the numerator, the permeability reduction from the initial 

permeability is described as  
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, (26) 

Note that E  decreases from 0E  governed by Equation (20).  

Equation (26) is the form that is utilized in commercial reservoir simulators to 

describe fracture permeability reduction using the Barton-Bandis model. For example, 
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CMG STAR, which is coupled fluid flow and geomechanics simulator, utilizes the Barton-

Bandis model (GPERMBB is the keyword) in the form of 

 

4

_ 0

CMG
f

CMG

e
k kccf

e

 
=  

 
 

, (27) 

where fk  is the fracture closure permeability, kccf  is the fracture closure permeability 

which is the initial fracture permeability in Equation (25), CMGe  is the fracture aperture, 

and _ 0CMGe  is the initial fracture aperture in CMG. Note that CMGe  and _ 0CMGe  in Equation 

(27) are identical to E  and 0E  in Equation (26). 

Both Equation (26) and (27) demonstrate the fracture closure permeability 

degradation which follows a single path because of the mV  in the original paper. For 

example, CMG STAR defines the residual fracture closure permeability when E  in 

Equation (23) is equal to mV  meaning that the fracture permeability always converges to 

the residual permeability. However, this might not be the case for hydraulically fractured 

wells. Depending on retained fracture permeability with proppant embedded, the initial 

fracture permeability decreases along multiple paths (Ghanizadeh* et al., 2016; Keshavarz 

et al., 2015; Keshavarz et al., 2014).  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 80. The schematics of the retained permeability after hydraulic fracturing 

and resulting permeability reduction paths: (a) permeability after the hydraulic 

fracturing, (b) transmissibility multiplier curves 

 

For example, Figure 80 shows the retained permeability after the hydraulic 

fracturing and transmissibility multiplier curves. The area close to the wellbore (indicated 

as 1) has higher retained permeability as compared to the area far away from the wellbore 

(indicated as 2). Depending on the retained permeability with proppant embedded, the 

permeability should be modeled such that the permeability decreases in multiple paths: 

the area 1 in Figure 80(a) follows the path 1 in Figure 80(b) and the permeability in the 

area 2 in Figure 80(a) decreases along the path 2 in Figure 80(b). 

Therefore, the original equation is modified such that the permeability reduction 

follows multiple paths depending on the retained permeability after the stimulation. 

Assuming that the permeability when E  is equal to mV  is the residual fracture 

permeability, residualk , then from Equation (26), mV  can be written as  
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Now, we define 0/residualk k  as the residual permeability ratio, rfk  so that the residual 

permeability is proportional to the retained fracture permeability after the stimulation. 

Combining Equation (28) and Equation (20) leads to  
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Now, Equation (23) is written as  
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Finally, Equation (26) can be written in a permeability multiplier form as follows 
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APPENDIX B 

STRESS TENSOR TRANSFORMATION AND FAULT SLIP POTENTIAL 

CALCULATION 

 

Stress Tensor Transformation 

 

Stress components in 3D can be represented in tensor form. Therefore, by 2nd-order 

tensor transformation, the stress in a coordinate system can be transformed to another 

coordinate system. This stress transformation to represent the stress components in 

different coordinate systems is essential to assess fault slip. This is because in most cases, 

the fault plane might not be necessarily aligned with the principal stress (in-situ stress) 

directions where the principal stress directions might not be parallel with the global 

coordinate system (North, East, Downward) either. In this appendix, we follow the stress 

transformation concept in Lee et al. (2012); Liu et al. (2016) and the notations in Lee et 

al. (2012), which are originally used to evaluate wellbore stability in anisotropic 

formations. The underlying logic is identical and yet the analogy is that they investigated 

the failure of a depositional bedding plane while we consider the failure of an existing 

weak plane (i.e., fault plane).  

We introduce three coordinate systems: in-situ stress coordinate system (ICS), 

global coordinate system (GCS), and weak plane coordinate system (WCS). For the 

transformation, GCS is the reference coordinate system where Xe is the North, Ye is the 

East, and Ze is vertically pointing down. This follows the convention that the principal 
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stress direction and the weak plane geometry (e.g. dip and dip direction) are usually 

expressed by referencing GCS. Therefore, the principal stresses, normal stresses on three 

orthogonal planes when there are no shear stress components, along ICS are first mapped 

into GCS and the stresses then are projected onto WCS. The relationships between the 

coordinate systems are presented in Figure 81(a)-(b).  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 81. Relationships between coordinate systems and projected stresses on the 

weak plane: (a) relationship between GCS and ICS, (b) relationship between GCS 

and WCS, and (c) projected normal and shear stresses on the weak plane 

 

Between coordinate systems, two angles help define the relationship. For example, 

between GCS and ICS (Figure 81(a)), the stress azimuth (αs) measures the angle between 

the minimum horizontal stress direction (xs) and the North (Xe). The stress deviation (βs) 

defines the angle between the direction toward vertical down (Ze) and the vertical stress 

direction (zs). It is worth noting that most of petroleum engineering applications in deep 

subsurface assume that Ze is parallel to zs thus βs is zero. The stresses in GCS, transformed 

from the principal stresses in ICS, are calculated by  

 ItoG ItoG= T

g pσ R σ R , (32) 
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where 
gσ  is the stresses in GCS and 

pσ  is the principal stresses defined as  

 

0 0

0 0

0 0
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h

v







 
 

=  
 
 

pσ , (33) 

and 
ItoGR  is the rotation matrix from ICS to GCS defined as  

 

cos cos sin cos sin

sin cos 0
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= − 
 − − 

R . (34) 

The stress transformation from WCS to GCS follows a similar manner, described 

by two angles (Figure 81(b)). The dip direction – 180° (αw) measures the angle between 

the North (Xe) and the projection of xw on the horizontal plane. The dip angle (βw) defines 

the angle between zw axis and the horizontal plane. The rotation matrix from WCS to GCS, 

WtoGR , is  

 

cos cos sin cos sin

sin cos 0

cos sin sin cos cos

w w w w w

WtoG w w

w w w w w

    

 

    

 
 

= − 
 − − 

R . (35) 

The notation and configuration in Figure 81(b) are with reference to GCS. 

However, what we eventually need is the stresses in WCS. Thus, knowing that the rotation 

matrix is orthogonal, we transform the stresses from WCS to GCS by  

 WtoG WtoG= T

w gσ R σ R , (36) 

where wσ  is the stresses in WCS. Note that the sequence of the matrix multiplication in 

Eq.(32) Eq. (36) are different.  
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After the principal stresses are transformed into WCS, we can obtain the normal 

and shear stresses onto the weak plane. Figure 81(c) shows projected normal and shear 

stresses onto the weak plane where the normal stress (
w ) is  

 
w

w xx = , (37) 

and resultant shear stress (
w ) is defined by Goodman (1989) 

 

 

Fault Slip Potential Calculation 

 

We can graphically analyze the shear failure of a rock or a weak plane using Mohr-

Coulomb criterion. Given principal stresses, we can draw Mohr circle where 𝜎3
′ , 𝜎2

′ , and 

𝜎1
′ in Figure 82 indicate minimum, intermediate, and maximum principal stress, 

respectively. With rock or fault properties, we can draw the Coulomb failure line where 

the slope of the line is friction coefficient and y intercept is the cohesion, the intrinsic shear 

strength. If the circle touches the line in Figure 82(a), then there is a shear failure and slip 

in rock volume. For specific weak plane, the principal stresses can be projected onto the 

plane. The stress state is then represented by a dot in the circle (i.e. (𝜎𝑤 , τw) if we follow 

the notation in the previous stress transformation section). In this case, the shear failure 

along this particular plane is determined whether this dot touches the line or not.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 82. Mohr-Coulomb shear failure criterion: (a) 3D Mohr circle (black circles) 

and Coulomb failure line (blue straight line) and (b) stress state for particular 

plane represented by red dot 

 

Fault Slip Potential (FSP) is the probability for an existing fault to shear-fail, given 

pore pressure increase by fluid injection. Therefore, shear failure driven by poroelastic 

effect cannot be evaluated using the current FSP approach. The following is to provide 

detail examples of FSP calculation, associated with the use of the stress transformation, 

and how to interpret its results. Table 18 lists input parameters and their uncertainty ranges 

for the example FSP calculation. The input parameters are associated with principal 

stresses, maximum horizontal stress direction, pore pressure, fault property (friction 

coefficient) and fault geometry (dip and dip direction). For the demonstration purpose, we 

randomly sampled parameters from Table 18 to generate 16 cases which are summarized 

in Table 19. Note that vertical stress and pore pressure gradient are fixed to be 

26.01MPa/km and 10MPa/km, respectively and the depth of 3,000m is assumed for the 

calculation.  
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Table 18. FSP calculation input parameters and their uncertainty range 
Parameters Base Value Uncertainty 

Sv (MPa/km) 26.01 0 

Shmax (MPa/km) 25.55 3 

Shmin (MPa/km) 14.20 1 

Pore Pressure (MPa/km) 10.00 0 

Shmax Azimuth (°) 32 16 

Fault Friction Coefficient 0.7 0.1 

Fault Dip (°) 60 10 

Fault Dip Direction (°) 315 15 

 

 

Table 19. Sampled parameters for 16 cases 

Case 
Shmax 

(MPa/km) 

Shmin 

(MPa/km) 

Shmax 

Azimuth 

(°) 

Friction 

Coefficient 

Dip 

Direction 

(°) 

Dip 

Angle (°) 

Critical 

Pp 

(MPa) 

a 22.849 14.759 43.361 0.65071 318.54 67.146 0.8241 

b 23.969 15.11 26.176 0.73255 308.58 57.81 5.0754 

c 23.429 13.814 23.467 0.69973 322.68 54.743 3.5912 

d 25.803 14.467 35.66 0.78782 315.3 50.482 6.2998 

e 27.72 14.397 29.105 0.64694 327.76 59.659 0.6044 

f 26.466 14.177 47.49 0.77579 311.8 68.429 1.5562 

g 24.849 14.034 45.482 0.75549 320.31 64.677 0.3068 

h 28.1 15.073 40.668 0.6742 306.61 63.545 2.2484 

i 26.062 14.218 31.036 0.68097 329.8 61.687 1.4431 

j 25.257 13.603 33.554 0.74104 304.33 57.355 -1.1726 

k 24.285 13.41 37.442 0.7187 301.86 65.598 -3.0926 

l 27.126 13.453 21.685 0.63248 325.47 55.053 0.4568 

m 22.968 13.836 16.888 0.77091 320.82 51.773 8.8846 

n 26.844 14.841 38.66 0.61181 309.56 69.636 0.705 

o 28.187 13.254 19.106 0.70612 302.88 53.296 -1.8837 

p 24.506 14.674 25.129 0.61572 313.39 61.238 -0.585 

 

Given parameters, we projected the principal stresses onto the fault plane and 

visualized it in Mohr circle diagram. Figure 83 shows Mohr circle diagram of 16 cases 

based on parameters in Table 19. Among 16 cases, 4 cases show that the stress state 

touches or is above the failure line, highlighted by the red dot (Figure 83(j), (k), (o), and 

(p)). In this case, FSP for this particular fault plane is 25%. This value is based on static 

parameters while FSP should depend on pore pressure change which can be dynamically 
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updated from flow simulation models. Based on Terzaghi’z effective stress law, increase 

in pore pressure decreases effective normal stress, the grain stress that is actually 

associated with the failure of geo-material, driving the Mohr circle toward the failure line. 

We investigated the sensitivity of pore pressure increase in FSP. Assuming 1MPa and 

2MPa of pore pressure increase, the Mohr circle diagrams are updated in Figure 84 and 

Figure 85, respectively. It is found that the increase in pore pressure makes the faults more 

vulnerable for the slip. For example, case (j) does not meet the failure criterion with 0 

(Figure 83) and 1MPa (Figure 84) pressure increase yet the criterion is satisfied with 2MPa 

pressure increase (Figure 85). With 1MPa increase in pore pressure, 9 cases satisfy the 

failure criterion, providing FSP of 56%. With the 2MPa increase, FSP increases to 69%.  
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

    
(e) (f) (g) (h) 

    
(i) (j) (k) (l) 

    
(m) (n) (o) (p) 

Figure 83. Mohr circle diagram of 16 cases based on Table 19 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

    
(e) (f) (g) (h) 

    
(i) (j) (k) (l) 

    
(m) (n) (o) (p) 

Figure 84. Mohr circle diagram of 16 cases based on Table 19 with 1MPa pressure 

increase 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

    
(e) (f) (g) (h) 

    
(i) (j) (k) (l) 

    
(m) (n) (o) (p) 

Figure 85. Mohr circle diagram of 16 cases based on Table 19 with 2MPa pressure 

increase 

 

The above demonstration can be summarized into cumulative distribution function 

(CDF) of the critical pore pressure. The horizontal distance between the failure line and 

the stress state, '

n , is defined as critical pore pressure, the necessary pore pressure to 
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start a shear failure (Finkbeiner et al., 2001). The last column in Table 19 indicates the 

critical pore pressure based on the Mohr circle diagrams in Figure 83. We visualize the 

critical pore pressure in histogram. Figure 86(a) shows that the critical pore pressure is 

concentrated in lower values, implying that the fault is originally critically stressed, 

favorable for the fault slip to occur. The continuous CDF in Figure 86(b) indicates that 

FSP with 1MPa and 2MPa pressure increase is 0.58 and 0.78, respectively. The 

discrepancy in FSP calculation between Mohr circle diagram and CDF will diminish with 

larger number of samples.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 86. Histogram and cumulative distribution function of critical pore pressure 

in Table 19 

 




